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november '19

 1-3 shipping & logistics india (chennai trade center, chennai, 
india)

 5-6 impa singapore 2019 (suntec signapore, raffles blvd, 
suntec city,  singapore)

 5-6 future fuels for shipping seminar (international maritime 
organization bldg, lambeth, london, uk)

 5-7 eagc - european annual gas conference 2019 (2 rue  
scribe, paris, france)

 12-14 hwy h20 conference (hilton toronto airport hotel  
& suites, mississauga, ontario, canada)

 13-15 oil & gas vietnam 2019 (pullman vung tau, vung tau, 
vietnam)

 18-20 europort 2019 (rotterdam ahoy, rotterdam, netherlands)
 19-21 latin american congress of ports (intercontinental  

miami, miami, florida, usa)
 21 maritime Forum #151 (department oF  

transportation (dotr))
 21-23 pacific marine expo 2019 (centurylink field, seattle, 

washington, usa)
 26-27 tanker shipping & trade conference (amba hotel  

marble arch, bryanston street, london, uk)
 26-27 institutional support mechanism provisions of marina 

circular no. 2016-02 entitled, “revised rules on the phase 
out of wooden-hulled ships carrying passengers in 
domestic shipping” (hotel tavern, surgao city)

 28-29 lng & lpg shipping ship/shore interface conference  
(london, uk)

 28-29 strategic congress on oil, lpg, lng and petroleum  
shipping, refining, and trading (st petersburg, russia)

december '19

 3-5 maritime port shipping expo (international convention  
city bashundara, dhaka, bangladesh)

 3-6 the cwc 20th annual wrld lng summit and awards night 
(rome cavalieri, rome, it)

 3-6 marinetec china 2019 (shanghai new international expo  
centre, shanghai, china)

 10 maritime Forum #152 (university oF the philippnes-
institute For maritime aFFairs and law oF the sea (up-
imlos))

 20-22 icsa international conference (university of nottingham  
ningbo, ningbo, china)

january '20

 10 maritime Forum #153 (department oF Foreign  
aFFairs (dFa))

 10-12 nafe winter conference 2019(la jolla marriott,  
san diego, ca, usa)

 16-19 kreuzfahrt & schiffsreisen (messe stuttgart,  
stuttgart, germany)

 19 newcastles largest holiday & cruise expo  
(nex, newcastle, australia)

 27-28 ports in india (itc maratha, a luxury collection hotel, 
mumbai, mumbai, india)

 29-30 ship recycling congress (amsterdam, netherlands)
 29-1 feb palm beach marine flea market and seafood festival  

(south florida fair, west palm beach, usa)
 29-3 feb k-love cruise (miami, florida, usa)

  Maritime Events Calendar

February '20

 4 european dynamic positioning conference (novotel 
london west hotel, london, uk)

 20 maritime Forum #154 (cebu ports authority, cebu)
 25-26 greentech in shipping global forum (hamburg, germany)
 29 palm beach marine flea market and seafood festival 

(south florida fair, west palm beach, usa)

march '20

 4-6 shipping, marine & ports world expo  
(bombay exhibition centre (bec), mumbai, india)

 11-12 green ship technology conference 
(copenhagen, denmark)

 11-12 arctic shipping summit (montreal, canada)
 11-13 imabari maritime fair (texport imabari, imabari,  japan)
 16-18 doha international maritime defence exhibition & 

conference (Qatar national convention centre,  
ar-rayyan,  Qatar)

 18-19 logistic summit & expo (centro citibanamex, mexico city, 
mexico)

 18-20 asia pacific maritime (sands expo and convention centre,  
singapore)

 20 maritime Forum #155 (maritime academy oF asia and 
the paciFic, mariveles, bataan)

 20-22 open shipping days (waagnatie expo & events, antwerp, 
belgium)

 27-28 ferry shipping summit (doubletree by hilton amsterdam 
centraal station, amsterdam, netherlands)

 30 annual international shipping forum (new york, usa)
 31-2 apr international shipping community conference  

(hilton stamford hotel & executive meeting center, 
stamford, usa)

april '20

 1-3 navexpo international (port de lorient la base,  
lorient, france)

 15-16 international green shipping and technology summit 
(palaio faliro, greece)

 16-17 chemlogistics india  
(bombay exhibition centre (bec), mumbai, india)

 16-18 doha international maritime defence exhibition & 
conference (ar-rayyan, Qatar)

 17 maritime Forum #156 (maritime industry authority, 
boniFacio drive, port area, manila)

 20-23 seatrade cruise global (miami beach convention center, 
miami beach, usa)

 23-24 global ports forum (ocbc centre,  singapore)

may '20

 11-13 global liner shipping conference (hamburg, germany)
 13-14 danish maritime fair (bella center, copenhagen, denmark)
 15 maritime Forum #157 (headquarters philippine navy, 

roxas blvd, manila)
 19-21 international shipbuilding and maritime industry 

exhibition vigo (instituto feiral de vigo (ifevi), vigo,  spain)
 24-26 black sea ports and shipping (the marmara taksim, 

beyoğlu belediyesi,  turkey)

june '20

 1 annunal capital link greek shipping forum (athens, 
greece)
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Urgent Alert:  
“Climate Emergency”

by VAdm Emilio C Marayag Jr AFP (Ret)

the latest warning issued in early november 2019 by 
thousands of scientists from 153 countries about insti-
tuting measures that would effectively address climate 

change speaks volumes in terms of human nature’s resistance 
to change. according to the scientists, mother earth “clearly 
and unequivocally faces a climate emergency.” she has registered 
faster than expected acceleration of global warming. 

this alert came out despite the various initiatives since the 
1970s starting with the first world climate conference (1979) 
followed by the rio summit (1992), kyoto protocol (1997), and 
the most recent paris agreement (2015). no less than the un 
secretary general antonio guterres acknowledges that the world’s 
biggest threat to the society and the future generations is climate 
change. he declared, "We face a direct existential threat... we are at 
a defining moment." his view closely resembles the long-standing 
view of former us vice president al gore, a leading advocate of 
climate change mitigation.

Scientific records show that the earth’s 
temperature started to rise when the Industrial 
Revolution commenced in the mid-1800s. 
This era required enormous energy supply of 
fossil fuels that emitted carbon dioxide (CO2), 
one of the greenhouse gases that pollutes the 
air and the oceans, and damage the ozone 
layer. About 90% of the CO2 emissions come 
from the fossil fuels such as coal, oil, and gas. 
Extracting these energy sources disturb and 
destroy the habitat of certain wildlife popula-
tions. When transported, these fuels pose risks 
of spillage and leakage.

the rise in human population has led to 
excessive food consumption, and the adoption 
of a wealthy lifestyle ushered the discovery of energy-consuming 
products. as human population increases the livestock population 
and food production centers increase. similarly, affluent living via 
air, land, and sea travels increase energy demand and pollution 
of the environment. these conditions disrupt ecological balance 
and deplete the world’s resources including tree/forest cover. 
consequently, the per capita co2 emission increases leading to 
temperature rise. to some, prosperity is the main culprit in climate 
change. but to philippine president duterte, prosperity should 
not be at the expense of the environment. speaking in this year's 
asean summit in thailand, president duterte said, "ASEAN should 
not sacrifice the environment and the region’s biodiversity, particularly 
in the maritime domain, in its quest for progress.”

the warning from the world scientists is based on the 
frequency and severity of environment-related events over 
specific periods like wildfires, cyclones and hurricanes, avalanches, 
heat and droughts, snow and hailstorms, flooding, pestilence and 
diseases, effects of increasing sea levels, and others. these are 
associated with the temperature rise caused by the 56% increase 
in co2 emissions, or a total of 1.5 trillion tons, from 1751 to 2017.  
in 2017, the worldwide co2 emission stood at 36.2 billion tons.

over the years, there have been new inventions that generate 
power with minimal co2 emissions compared with fossil fuels. 
the introduction of clean and renewable energy sources like water 
(hydroelectric and wave-activated generators), wind, geothermal, 
solar, and nuclear, helped arrest co2 emissions but insufficient to 
supply the world’s electric power requirements. in the philippines, 
First gen corporation put up wind and solar power projects in 
the ilocos region and geothermal power plants in bicol, leyte and 
mindanao. several independent power producers established small 
solar power projects catering to a limited number of households. 

the search for cleaner technology continues. in china’s 
greater bay area, an environmental industry alliance, employing 
44,300 employees, emerged to conduct studies to assure energy 
sufficiency, find alternative energy sources, seek environmental 
solutions, produce green electronic devices, and manufacture 
water disposal and recycling equipment. proper disposal and recy-

cling of plastics would reduce pollution in the 
marine environment. likewise, other nations 
are embarking on research and development in 
mitigating the effects of climate change.

the consequences of unabated co2 emis-
sion in the atmosphere are not limited to earth’s 
physical configuration but also the sources of 
food and energy supply. the bush and forest 
fires in eastern australia, indonesia and some 
parts of the united states, the hot climate spell 
in southern africa, and the heavy smog in new 
delhi, india affect ecological balance in those 
areas. many other places experience varying 
environmental changes like the effects of sea 
level rise, and more destructive cyclones. 

to the credit of these concerned world 
scientists, they recommended several measures to avert the 
catastrophic consequences of climate change. they propose a 
shift from gross domestic product growth and pursuing affluence 
to sustaining the ecosystems and improving human wellbeing by 
prioritizing the basic needs and reducing inequality. specifically, 
they suggest a sharper focus on 6 major areas: energy (efficient 
use and conservation practices), nature (restoring the ecosystems), 
food (eat plant-based food), economy (carbon-free economy and 
reduction of social inequality), short-lived pollutants (limit emis-
sions of hydroflourocarbons, methane and other harmful gasses), 
and population (strengthen human resources while lowering 
the fertility rate). these recommendations would require drastic 
individual and government actions including more research and 
development to capture and find good uses of co2 and to reduce 
the 80 million annual increase in human population.  

this renewed and urgent call of the world scientists reflects 
a similar warning by sir winston churchill on the occurrences of 
strong and disastrous atlantic hurricanes in 1936, to wit: “The era 
of procrastination, of half measures, of soothing and baffling expe-
dients, of delays, is coming to a close … In its place we are entering 
a period of consequences.”   

 Mother Earth “clearly 
and unequivocally faces 
a climate emergency.” 

She has registered 
faster than expected 
acceleration of global 

warming. 
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The Battle Of Midway
by Commo Carlos L Agustin AFP (Ret)

a colleague posted about having seen the movie 
midway, just released last week, and suggested that 
it is a good movie to watch. while on a 4-day layover 

at sbma, part of a long-planned participation in anvaya cove’s 
annual pawikan cup, i decided to check it out and behold! it was 
playing at ayala mall’s harbor point at the former us naval base.

it was a movie planned for release prior to us veterans day, 
set on the day world war i ended in 11-november-1919. (the 
us embassy commemorates this every year at the us military 
cemetery at the bgc)

as Time described it, 
Director Roland Emmerich’s new movie, Midway, out 

Friday, is based on the true story of the battle of midway 
Island. Fought June 4 through 7, 1942, the U.S. victory at 
Midway is considered by many as the moment when the U.S. 
regained its military dignity six months after the Japanese 
bombed Pearl Harbor on 7-December-1941.”

This new movie has been cast by its creators as an attempt 
to restore cinematic dignity to the historic battle; another 
Hollywood film called Midway came out in 1976, but has 
been criticized for casting actors much older than those 
who fought the battle, putting events out of sequence and 
recycling footage from earlier movies about the war. So the 
filmmakers wanted to give this major turning point in World 
War II the major motion picture it deserved.

“The Pacific campaign is long and complicated, and gets 
overshadowed, in our attention, by what was happening in 
(sic) with the Nazis in Europe,” says screenwriter Wes Tooke. 
“But it’s an amazing comeback story. I hope that the movie 
relaunches an interest in learning about Midway.”

(The above quotes are from https://time.com/5711705/
midway-movie-true-story/ and much of the information that 
follows are derived from reading that item.)
i have been an admirer of many personalities that were there 

in that significant battle as well as most of the campaigns and 
battles of that period. after all, i studied world war ii from the 
naval point of view mostly, including having an instructor in 
naval history who served in the pacific theater during the war. 
likewise, in the mid-50s, the series victory at sea was being 
shown and i watched many episodes of it when able. one such 
hero in my mind was vadm raymond a spruance (later adm), 
who orchestrated the us side of the battle of midway and the 
philippine sea, temporarily replacing vadm william “bull” 
halsey (later adm), who was asked by compacFleet, adm 
chester nimitz to “go to sick bay” due to a skin ailment, and he 
reluctantly acceded).

spruance became us ambassador to the philippines in 1952, 
and was still the ambassador when i went to pma in 1955. he 
could have been a 5 star admiral, towards the end of the war 
but the last slot given by the navy for the 4 allowed by congress 
went to the other finalist, adm “bull” hallsey. according to 
thomas buell in the Quiet warrior (1974), spruance’s reaction to 
that choice was: “so far as my getting five star rank is concerned, 
if i could have got it along with bill halsey, that would have 
been fine; but, if i had received it instead of bill halsey, i would 
have been very unhappy over it.”

how important was the battle of midway in world war ii?
after the war, many afp officers remember midway as a 

stop in the long hop to the continental us. prop-driven douglas 
dc-4s and later boeing constellations had to refuel often, and 
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midway was the last one before hickam afp in honolulu. the 
midway islands are part of the hawaiian archipelago, located 
northwest of honolulu, but not part of th (territory of hawaii, 
now a state) annexed by the us in 1867, taken over by the navy 
in 1903, purportedly to provide logistics closer to the philippine 
islands, which was important as a us foothold in asia. 

the movie showed clearly how in early 1942, u.s. navy cryptana-
lysts had learned about japan’s plans for a big attack in the pacific “at 
a place yet unknown” to them but later confirmed when the us base 
at midway sent out a false message that it was short of fresh water, 
and japan inadvertently mentioned that in a directive, confirming 
that the location for the attack was midway. us naval intelligence 
also concluded that the date was june 4 or 5 and reasonably 
obtained the order of battle of the japanese striking force.

the japanese considered midway island in the mid-pacific, 
which lies 1, 300 miles northwest of pearl harbor as next in 
importance to pearl harbor to u.s. operations in the pacific. 
if captured, midway would be their stepping-stone to pearl 
harbor, the alaska territory and the continental u.s.

but midway was ready, not so much as its island defense 
forces but the strength of the forces around midway, yet 
unknown to the japanese. marine corps fighters, army bombers, 
were ready to track fleeing japanese zeros back to their carriers; 
navy dive bombers and torpedo planes and fighters, pursued 
returning planes back to the japanese main force. it was a victory.

as radio silence was in effect, the complete result was not 
clear to u.s. headquarters in pearl harbor. admiral chester 
william nimitz and the army pacific commander lt. general 
delos carleton emmons had to wait for reports from planes 
arriving from midway. initial reports to washington were 
cautiously worded, and even the battle report was not impres-
sive:  as Time reported on the message:

A momentous victory is in the making…Pearl Harbor has 
now been partially avenged. Vengeance will not be complete 
until Japanese sea power is reduced to impotence. We have 
made substantial progress in that direction. Perhaps we will 
be forgiven if we claim that we are about midway* to that 
objective. The battle is not over…”

Critically, four of Japan’s six aircraft carriers sank. In terms of 
manpower, according to the WWII museum, the Japanese lost 
3,057 men, while the U.S. lost about 362 men. In terms of war 
assets, the Japanese also lost a cruiser and hundreds of aircraft, 
while the U.S. lost a carrier, a destroyer and 144 aircrafts.
two of the great admirals participated in midway, “and they 

complemented each other perfectly,” wrote Time in its review of 
the movie: 

As Citino describes them, William “Bull” Halsey (played by 
Dennis Quaid) was “the spirit of the U.S. Navy,” known for 
“always charging ahead” and his aggressive war maneu-
vers, even if that meant sailing into a typhoon. However, 
he didn’t get to command during Midway because he had 
to receive medical attention for a skin condition. Chester 
Nimitz (Woody Harrelson) was one of the war’s top planners, 
known for his cerebral approach. Lt Colonel Jimmy Doolittle 
(Aaron Eckhart) became famous for the bombing of Tokyo 
two months prior, now known as the Doolittle Raids. To make 
sure Japan wouldn’t be caught off guard like that again, the 
Imperial Japanese Navy kept expanding in the Pacific and 
thus zeroed in on Midway, leading to the great battle in June.

Rear Admiral Edwin Layton (Patrick Wilson) was a naval intel-
ligence officer to Nimitz who played a key role in figuring out 
that the Japanese had their eye on Midway. After that battle, he 

received the Distinguished Service Medal because he “analyzed 
and precisely evaluated the capabilities and intentions of the 
enemy’s air, sea and ground forces” and provided “timely and 
accurate intelligence information, vital to the security of our 
fighting forces and essential to their successful operations, 
contributed inestimably to our victory over the enemy.” His story 
became more well known after his memoir “And I Was There” 
that came out in 1986, two years after his death.
and of course vadm raymond a spruance, as i described 

earlier.
time also describes the significance of the battle of midway:

At one stroke, the dominant position of Japan in the Pacific 
was reversed, British Prime Minister Winston Churchill wrote in 
his post-war account of World War II. “The annals of war at sea 
present no more intense, heart-shaking shock than these two 
battles, in which the qualities of the United States Navy and Air 
Force and of the American race shone forth in splendor.”

“The second six months of war last week began for the U.S. 
at the point where the first six months should have started,” 
Time reported in its 22-June-1942 issue. “The loss of the 
Philippines, of Guam and Wake, had not been undone. But 
Midway was what Pearl Harbor should have been. The two 
canceled out. In three days of concentrated destruction off 
Midway, the U.S. had restored the balance of Pacific naval 
power. Thus for the U.S. began Phase II of the war.”

Critically, for Americans who feared a repeat of Pearl 
Harbor, Japan “lost much of her Navy’s striking power at sea,” 
the story noted. “Without that power, Japan cannot bring the 
war to the U.S. or even to the remaining U.S. strongholds in 
the Pacific.” Military leaders in Washington knew Midway 
was an “essentially defensive” victory and “a crippling, but 
not a knockout blow.” As a top Navy official in Washington 
D.C. put it, “I would not say that they [the Japanese] have 
been defeated yet; they have ‘withdrawn.'
the use of b-24 bombers figured in the preliminary opera-

tions prior to the battle of midway. that exploit of the doolittle 
raiders in april 1942 added to the desire of the japanese to 
neutralize midway to be rid of threats southeast of japan, as well 
as their strategic plan to invade hawaii. but moreover, it gave 
them a sense of vulnerability and the fear that final victory might 
not be theirs after all. 

time also reported that on 21-october-2019 a research 
vessel, operated by the late microsoft co-founder paul allen’s 
vulcan inc., had discovered two of the japanese carriers that 
sunk during the battle of midway.

those were not the only ones found by allen. five years 
ago, he visited the philippines and uncovered the wreck of the 
70,000-ton super battleship musashi, sank by an aircraft carrier 
in the battle of sibuyan sea. the maritime forum was given an 
account of that recovery during mf 101 at maap on march 2015 
by the romblon cultural heritage association (rochai). retired 
pnp bg dominador resos jr, who initiated the establishment 
of the romblon war memorial and called attention to the need 
to locate the wreck of the musashi, organized the group. another 
report just came in last week of another sunken world war ii 
vessel found, which had figured in the battle of the philippine 
sea in october 1944.

which battle will be the sequence to the midway movie named 
as their next project together with a message citing the philippine 
army-usaFFe defenders of bataan and corregidor for delaying the 
japanese timetable by 3 months that, in turn, contributed towards 
enabling the us to better prepare for the long war?   
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the maritime industry authority (marina) will intensify 
the modernization of domestic ships to provide safer, 
more convenient, and more comfortable sea transpor-

tation services to the riding public.
as directed by the department of transportation (dotr) 

secretary arthur p. tugade, the marina will encourage more 
ship operators, particularly those engaged in short distance 
travel, to invest on fast crafts, and roll-on / roll-off (roro) ships.

the agency shall also further uphold public welfare by 
ensuring strict compliance with insurance coverage for sea 
passengers and by conducting aggressive nationwide awareness 
campaigns on the domestic ship modernization program.

operators of wooden-hulled cargo and passenger ships 
who will not comply with the marina’s phasing-out program 
shall be prevented from renewing their certificates of public 
convenience (cpcs). there shall also be no further registration 
and issuance of statutory documents, not even to newly-
constructed wooden-hulled ships.

moreover, the marina, through its regional offices, shall 
ensure the accessibility of lifesaving equipment / appli-
ances at all times. sea passengers of open-decked fast crafts, 
on the other hand, shall be required to wear life jackets all 
throughout the voyage.

in coordination with the philippine ports authority (ppa), 
the marina shall implement and utilize electronic passenger 
ticketing system before the end of 2019.

there shall also be a review of ship design, specifically regarding 
the use of canvass awning for overhead cover, protection against 
sea water splashes, and other purposes during voyage.

the modernization of the domestic shipping industry, 
which is part of the marina’s 10-year maritime industry 
development plan (midp), is intended to enhance overall sea 
transportation experience for people, goods, and services to 
make the philippine maritime industry – nationally integrated 
and globally competitive.   

MARINA To Intensify 
Modernization  

Of Domestic Ships

 national affairs national affairs
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Cimatu Acts On President Duterte's 
Call To Clean-Up Pasig River

by DENR News

denr environment secretary roy a. cimatu hit the 
ground running wednesday as the newly appointed 
chair of the pasig river rehabilitation commission 

(prrc) in answer to president rodrigo roa duterte’s call to clean 
the pasig river. the environment chief led a technical inspec-
tion of pasig river, and pledged to get rid of informal settlers 
and go after polluters of the historic river. metropolitan manila 
development authority (mmda) chair danilo lim, and offi-
cials of the prrc, the philippine coast guard, and the depart-
ment of environment and natural resources (denr) joined 
cimatu in the 2-hour inspection tour of the pasig river.

as they traversed the length of pasig river from manila to 
makati, cimatu noted several violations including the 3-meter 
easement from the riverbanks. "we have the authority to restore 
the 3-meter easement, and mmda and prrc are working on this," 
cimatu said. based on presidential decree 1067 or the water code 
of the philippines, banks of rivers and streams and shores of seas 
and lakes throughout their entire length, and within a 3-meter 
zone in urban areas are subject to the easement of public use in 
the interest of recreation, navigation, floatage, fishing, and salvage. 
however, mmda resolution no. 3, series of 1996, adopts the 
uniform 10-meter easement from the existing shoreline, banks or 
streams along the pasig river. according to cimatu, the 10-meter 
easement along the pasig river is subject to expropriation.

the environment chief also saw some 1,000 informal settler 
families (isfs) near del pan bridge and vowed to relocate them. 
"relocation is our priority. we will take immediate action. we will 
remove and relocate the isfs in coordination with the national 
housing authority,” he said.

cimatu said that during his recent meeting with local govern-
ment officials, including barangay captains, he warned them of 
administrative and criminal charges should they allow relocated 
isfs to return to their previous settlements. the denr chief said that 
outfalls discharging wastewater into the river will be checked to 

monitor water quality, as well as illegal discharges. “the moment we 
see a private outfall whose discharge is not according to standards, 
we will issue them a notice of violation (nov),” cimatu warned. he 
noted that establishments which were earlier issued nov have been 
made to pay fines for every day that they did not comply. “we will not 
let this pass. we will bring these to the pollution adjudication board,” 
he added. cimatu also said the regulated and proper use of the river 
will be observed, referring to the barges docked along the river that 
deliver raw materials to the factories, and to the makeshift junkshops 
along the riverbanks. “we have to move them out because they 
contribute to the low quality of the water in the river,” said cimatu.

the denr chief also said that immediate action would be taken 
on the large amount of water hyacinths in the river. mmda chair 
lim said a 600-meter trash trap has been installed to prevent water 
hyacinths to reach pasig river from laguna lake but this was 
destroyed by the continuous rains, thus will have to be replaced. 
cimatu also stressed the need to clean the esteros simultaneously 
and continuously to prevent the garbage from flowing to the river, 
and then to manila bay. the pasig river tour gave cimatu a picture 
of the water body’s physical condition, as well as the structures and 
establishments in the riverbanks that affect the river’s water quality.

on august 28, president duterte issued executive order 
no. 90 transferring the prrc chairmanship from the prrc to 
denr with hopes to revive the river with cimatu at the helm. the 
president recently expressed dismay over the river’s water quality 
describing it as “uncleanable” because the lack of zoning caused 
factories and houses along the river to discharge their waste to it.

pasig river is approximately 27 km long and connects 
laguna de bay and manila bay. the main pasig river passes 
through the cities of taguig, pasig, makati, mandaluyong, 
manila, and the municipality of taytay, rizal.

the river system has four major tributaries —marikina, 
pateros-taguig, napindan, and san juan— and 43 minor tribu-
taries mostly located in manila.   
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Making A Choice Defending The 
Country’s Seas

by Brig Gen Manuel P Oxales AFP (Ret)

“The goal of the AFP Modernization Program reads: the 
Philippines has the longest coast line in the world next to Indonesia 
and Canada. The sea is extremely significant from an international, 
navigational, economic, geopolitical and strategic perspective. 
There is an urgent need to develop a modern and adequately 
equipped force that will ensure maritime and air space security.”

- National Security Strategy 2018
 

the selection of very expensive military assets, which 
include major weapons and equipment such as aircraft, 
ships, missiles, artillery and tanks, facilities and support 

structures to protect and defend a country.  it is a very crucial 
decision a government has to make. it is a classic choice of guns 
or bread. have one, then lose or reduce the other. as resources 
are limited more budget for defense results in less for educa-
tion, health, public works and the other sectors. upgrading a 
war arsenal to make it more effective and lethal faces the same 
issue. the american indians who faced the early european 
settlers had to replace their bows and arrows with flint rifles to 
protect and secure their lands.  general emilio aguinaldo, who 
at 29 years of age headed the revolutionary army, would not 

rely on katipunero bolos. his soldiers attacked armories to get 
spanish mausers. while on exile in hong kong, he bought arms 
using indemnity funds intended for the rebels provided by the 
spanish colonial government under the pact of biak na bato of 
1897. from horses to motor vehicles in ww i or from artillery to 
missiles, propeller driven aircraft to jet-powered, and unmanned 
aircraft vehicles, today, the issue of upgrading the country’s 
armed forces have to be resolved with limited resources and 
many competing demands under consideration.

time, effort, expense, significance  (tees). an oversimplified 
approach called by the acronym tees may be applied on any 
activity or undertaking in an organization, an institution, in busi-
ness or a policy issue in government. applying resources, which 
include time of preparation, action to be taken, material, men 
and money needed in an activity of such importance where you 
have the best chance of success and the least failure, achieve the 
optimal results or most benefits, with the least risks and losses. 
some writers in management call it cost benefit, cost effective 
analysis, or an efficiency test.

sporting events familiar and popular to filipinos may 
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exemplify this idea. let us recall the fiba world basketball 
tournament held in shanghai, china last september 2019 where, 
the philippines finished last, no. 32, with five straight losses. 
(in the 1950s, our team finished among the top 3 in a world 
basketball tourney held in a south american country). in terms 
of basketball height, strong bodies and arms to ward off guards 
and accurate shooting make scores. height, which most filipinos 
lack, is a prime advantage in shooting and guarding.  but not 
so in professional boxing where filipinos excel, and weight 
limits are set -- say for featherweight it is 119 to 126 pounds. 
the winning combinations are fast, strong hitting fists, ability to 
fend off or evade an opponent’s fists, speed of foot movements, 
body and head that can take hits. a boxer can fight up or down a 
weight group like senator pacquiao who is a champion in 8 divi-
sions. i cannot count how many world champions the philippines 
had since the americans introduced boxing to the country.

top players in professional basketball are paid as much as 
p500,000 a month, imports get more. big companies spend 
for costly franchise and support of basketball teams earning 
big through promotion of their products. filipino boxers 
usually come from an impoverished background, do not 
get regular income (unless given by patrons) and as profes-
sionals, earn from fights. but in world feats, win or lose, they 
are paid in dollars, enough for a comfortable living, to buy a 
house, and send their children to school. senator pacquiao 
earned a windfall that ordinary mortals can only dream of. he 
was assessed billions of pesos in taxes, paid hundred millions 
more, spent hundreds of millions for hospitals, schools, sports 
facilities and multipurpose buildings in his home province. in 
both basketball and boxing sports, private parties and sport 
associations provide funds, and give attention and support. 
but it is in boxing where filipino pugilists have had more wins, 
and become champions in regional and world tourneys. their 
big earnings benefit more families and communities and bring 
more taxes to government. the prestige and honor they give to 
the country and people are incalculable.

lessons from world war ii. there is a vast ocean of difference 
between sports, which is a friendly competition, and war, a 
violent confrontation. in the latter, enormous resources in men 
and material are harnessed and expended, the means employed 
are lethal and the outcome may result in countless death, 
unimaginable destruction, defeat and dishonor to a country. to 
illustrate further, the above-mentioned approach in decision- 
making. let me cite horrifying and disastrous events in ww ii 
that serve as lessons in the acquisition of major military assets.

germany built its largest battleship, the bismarck, years 
before ww ii began on 01-september-1939, when german 
panzer tanks invaded, and stuka bombers rained bombs on 
hapless poland. the ship was armed with 8 16-inch guns and 
protected by 14-inch thick armor on the turret and 13 inches on 
the side. it was built to challenge the british fleet composed of 
aircraft carriers, battleships, cruisers, destroyers and submarines, 
and which had almost complete dominance of the atlantic 
ocean and parts of the mediterranean sea. on its first offensive 
foray, it left north sea in may 1941 bound for the atlantic. ten 
days later, on may 27, the british fleet located, chased and hit it 
with a barrage of torpedoes and gunfire from ships and aircraft 
forcing the ship captain to scuttle the ship. it sunk with him and 
2,000 sailors to the bottom of the sea. from thereon, admiral 
donitz, chief of the german navy, opted to fight undersea in the 
vast atlantic ocean where stealth, surprise and cunning favored 

him. a flotilla of submarines, very much smaller than a battle-
ship in size and much less costly to build, destroyed hundreds 
of cargo ships and their escorts bound for allied countries in 
europe, and soviet russia later.

on 10-december-1941, 2 days after the japanese naval task 
force attacked the u.s. naval fleet at pearl harbor, honolulu, 
the japanese zeros, armed with torpedoes, took off from 
aircraft carriers and flew 500 miles towards singapore island, 
located and sunk the british battleship, prince of wales, and 
repulse, a battle cruiser then esteemed impregnable and 
invincible. without naval protection, most aircrafts on land 
were destroyed and threatened with the cut of water supply 
from malaysia. the japanese imperial army was now the occu-
pying force. lt general arthur percival, after a few skirmishes, 
surrendered on 15-february-1942, 2 months after japan 
invaded malaysia. general percival’s army numbered 100,000 
british, australian, malaysian and indian troops versus general 
yamashita’s 30,000 soldiers.

after japan lost 4 aircraft carriers in the battle of midway 
in may 1942, conversion of its biggest battleship (the shinano 
of the yamato class) into an aircraft carrier began, to carry 50 
aircrafts, armed with 9 18-inch guns, protected by 26-inch thick 
armor on the turret and 16 inches on the side, with a speed 
of 27 knots. built under high secrecy, the design was to strike 
at the u.s. fleet which now sailed unopposed in the pacific 
after it had decimated the japanese fleet in the battle of leyte 
gulf in october 1944. ten days after it was launched, a lone 
u.s. submarine stalked its prey, ambushed and sunk it with 4 
torpedoes on 29-november-1944. the submarine was 1/5 of 
the battleship in size, and its 4 torpedoes cost less than 1 of the 
18-inch guns of the battleship.

unprotected, unescorted big and slow moving ships despite 
their powerful and long range guns and protected by very thick 
steel armor are sitting ducks to torpedoes launched from subma-
rines and aircrafts, and surface ship attacks. most navies of the 
world have decommissioned their battleships, which are now 
moored in harbors as museum pieces. in the closing years of the 
war in the pacific, in a desperate gamble to overcome weak-
ness in naval and airpower, japan launched kamikaze attacks, 
piloted aircrafts armed with powerful bombs to explode upon 
impact on an aircraft carrier, a battleship, and other big ships of 
the u.s. navy. it was the harbinger of a new weapon to come: 
rockets, pilotless air vehicles, missiles, and unmanned aircraft 
vehicles (uavs), technically called remotely piloted aircrafts, 
or drones. general henry ‘hap’ arnold, commander of the u.s. 
army air forces in 1945, as ww ii in the pacific was ending, had 
the foresight and said, “the next war will be fought by airplanes 
without men in them at all...it will be different from anything the 
world has ever seen.”

missiles and uavs. on 18-september-2018, an incident 
happened that might further influence current thinking on 
the acquisition of major weapons and equipment for war. in a 
surprise attack, some 25 land-based low altitude cruise missiles 
and uavs or drones armed with powerful bombs hit and 
destroyed 50% of the oil production of saudi arabia from which 
it derives 70% of its state revenues. while it has supplied only 
5% of the world’s demand for oil, its price per barrel shot up in 
the world market. how effective are air defense systems, detec-
tion and warning, and anti-missiles against low altitude flying 
drones? saudi arabia is the world’s largest buyer of military hard-
ware next to u.s. and china. last year, it bought some $70 billion 
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worth of weapons mostly from u.s and great britain. uavs have 
civilian and commercial, as well as military and police uses. they 
are currently used for reconnaissance, surveillance and armed 
attacks. in the past decades, they were employed in conflicts in 
the balkans, countries in africa, middle east, and central asia. 
a complete uav system that includes the cost of 4 unmanned 
aircrafts, the ground component, and electronics of a predator 
model, cost about $40 million. drones cost much less, are pilot-
less, and less costly to maintain.

missiles, not ships. this was the gist of the statement of 
roilo golez, who died last june. he was former national 
security adviser of president gloria macapagal arroyo, a 3-term 
congressman who strongly proposed missiles to protect the 
country’ maritime space in response to the p60 billion proposal 
to buy 4 more frigates, to add to the 2 at present. he was a u.s 
naval academy 1970 graduate, and a younger brother was a 
former foic of the philippine navy. he said 6 frigates could 
not patrol, watch, and protect a vast ocean of the country’s eez, 
200 nm (370 kms) from the territorial baselines and extended 
continental shelf (ecs), which extends to 320 nm out to sea to 
include the philippine rise, and which has a combined area 
of 531,000 kms, far larger than the 300,000 square km of the 
philippine archipelago. 

(15 years ago as a Guest Speaker at the gathering of PMA 
alumni in Camp Aguinaldo, golez compared the capabilities of the 
armed forces of ASEAN countries and warned that unless we update 
our military capabilities, we could not effectively protect our territo-
rial space and maritime zones. In the early 1980s, as member of the 
planning staff at GHQ, we would land on an airstrip in Philippine 
occupied Kalayaan Island, which is part of the energy rich Spratly 
Islands and Islets claimed by several countries. We flew over these 
islands and we did not see any built up structures and nor runways 
in Mischief Reef and islets).

anti-access-anti-denial. sec golez’ position found support 
from a washington based think tank, center for strategic and 
budgetary assessment (csba) that asked u.s. and her allies to 
help the philippines acquire not frigates, but maritime surveil-
lance aircraft to watch our maritime seas, anti-ship missiles to 
deter and destroy intruders and anti-aircraft systems to protect 
our missiles and bases. planes can cover in just hours much 
larger areas than ships and their on-board radar can see beyond 
the horizontal limits of ships. hidden on land, mobile anti-ship 
missiles can hit targets a hundred miles away. cruise missiles in 
aircrafts can hit surface ships while out of range of their defen-
sive guns. land based concealed missile batteries can track and 
hit aircrafts before they can line up their targets. these a2/ad 
assets weapons and equipment will provide more surveillance 
and deterrence, and destructible capabilities at a cost much less 
than p75 billion for 6 frigates. (a2/ad is a strategy to deny an 
adversary from occupying or traversing an area of land, sea or air. 
it is not aimed at total prevention but to severely and sufficiently 
restrict, slowdown and endanger the opponent).

csba asked what could p35 billion (us$700 million) buy 
with less than one-half of the cost of 6 frigates. first, the navy 
should buy marine patrol aircraft. japan had already donated 8 
t90 beechcraft-design mpas. add a surveillance capable plane 
like the c295 ordered by paf in 2014 from europe airbus joint 
venture with casa spain, which cost about $60 million. less 
costly planes are casas, smaller c212 ($20 million) and germany 
dornier 228 ($12 million). cost of one c295, two c-212s and 2 
dorniers would total  $150 million including ancillary facilities.  

for anti-ship missiles, sec golez recommended the purchase 
from india of 200 brahmos supersonic ashm capable of hitting 
targets 300-400 kms away at $3 million each. hence, the entire 
eez would be covered. the army was already considering 
long-range anti-ship missiles. it budgeted $144 million for 12 
launchers. it may opt for the 200 km range type 88 or 12 ashms 
by mitsubishi. the philippine navy could get 50 brahmos 
($150 million) or 200 type 88s or 12s. these missile launchers are 
truck-mounted and mobile. that leaves $200 million towards air 
defense and fast missile crafts like indonesia’s kcr missile boats.

in sum, csba asked, “which can monitor our vast seas more 
effectively and pose risks to intruders: 6 frigates with maybe 20 
or so anti-ship missiles of 150-200 km range, costing $1.5 billion 
total; or 5 marine patrol aircrafts (plus 8 donated by japan), 250 
long and medium range mobile and camouflaged ashms with 
air defense and fleets of kcr 40s and 60s, at half the price?”

 (the discussions on sec golez and csba’s proposals, which 
included a list of a2/ad assets were excerpted from mr. ricardo 
saludo’s column, ‘to protect the seas get missiles, not ships,’ 
manila times, 29-august-2019).

these military assets have been in the pipeline or under 
consideration and evaluation as indicated in published reports 
and from the afp modernization program. the philippine army 
has been evaluating 200 brahmos ashms, surface to air missiles, 
anti-missile warning systems from israel and other countries, and 
the use of drones. the philippine air force will complete its order 
of 12 fa-50 fighter jets and is considering fighter interceptors 
and radars offered by u.s. and other countries. it offered to buy 
5 maritime patrol trainer aircrafts from japan, and will acquire 
scan eagel uavs. the philippine navy is evaluating proposals 
to install anti-ship missiles on board the 2 frigates, fast patrol 
crafts with anti-ship missiles, with longer range, speed of up to 
50 knots, and anti-submarine helicopters. current planning for 
acquisition of major military assets is from bottom to top, unlike 
many decades ago when in most cases, purchases/acquisitions 
would be handed down from ‘upstairs’.

the major services have a much better knowledge and 
understanding of the environment where their assets will 
operate, and are aware of the strength and weaknesses of these 
assets as well as the threats they face. hence, they are in a much 
better position to determine the most effective major weapons, 
equipment and facilities needed to perform their assigned 
mission and tasks. many top officials of the dnd and afp have 
been schooled in management tools like systems analysis, 
operations research, cost effective analysis, war gaming and 
simulation, integrated defense planning and other decision-
making approaches. hence, we are assured of sound choices.

this paper is a modest contribution towards achieving a 
defense goal as envisioned in the national security strategy 
2018. let’s get more bang for less buck, and less sitting fat ducks.
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Excelerate Receives Notice To 
Proceed From The Philippines 

For Floating Lng Terminal
by Excelerate Energy Media

on 20-september-2019, excelerate energy l.p. (excelerate) 
received the notice to proceed (ntp) from the philippine 
department of energy (doe) to develop a floating lique-

fied natural gas (lng) import terminal in the bay of batangas per the 
doe’s guidelines for “rules and regulation governing the philippine 
natural gas industry.” the project, luzon lng, will supply natural gas, 
sourced from lng, to existing and new gas-fired power plants in the 
region that provide electricity to luzon including the area of metro-
manila. this abundant and secure source of gas supply will augment 
the existing gas production from the domestic malampaya fields, as 
reserves from these fields begin to deplete.

“We are pleased to have received this significant approval from the 
Government of the Philippines in supporting the country’s long-term 
energy objectives – this is an important milestone to move the project 
forward,” stated excelerate energy chief commercial officer daniel 
bustos. “We look forward to working with the government and private 
sector for the successful completion of the project that will enable 
Excelerate to invest in critical infrastructure allowing the country to 
continue on its current path of tremendous economic growth.”

the proposed project will be located offshore the city of 
batangas to minimize the impact to the existing shipping traffic in 
the area and coastline. the terminal will utilize excelerate’s state-
of-the-art offshore technology specifically designed to perform in 
extreme weather conditions, like those of the philippines, and has 
been proven at excelerate’s operations in the gulf of mexico, the 
north atlantic, israel, and most recently, the bay of bengal.

“We commend the Government of the Philippines for requiring 
the structure of the project to include the challenging integration 

of lng supply, technical procurement and implementation, and 
user agreements to the benefit of the country. Excelerate is the only 
company with the experience to deliver all that is required for this 
complex project – this will not be our first time,” continued Bustos. 
“We are in the unique position to offer the most industry experience 
to the Philippines to deliver a safe, efficient, and reliable project.”

luzon lng will combine all necessary elements to meet the 
region’s natural gas requirements including a fully-integrated 
turnkey floating lng terminal, arranging the necessary supply 
of lng and distribution of natural gas to end-users across luzon. 
excelerate will develop, design, permit, construct, finance, and 
operate the terminal.

following the ntp, excelerate will seek the necessary 
permits and raise financing for the project.

excelerate energy l.p. is a us-based lng company located in 
the woodlands, texas. excelerate is owned by george b. Kaiser 
and is part of his energy group that also includes Kaiser Francis 
oil co, an e&p company with production in the u.s. and canada 
along with significant midstream assets, and cactus drilling co, 
the largest private drilling company in the us. 

excelerate is the pioneer and market leader in innovative 
floating lng solutions, providing integrated services along the 
entire lng value chain with an objective of delivering rapid-
to-market and reliable lng solutions to customers. excelerate 
offers a full range of floating regasification services from fsru 
to infrastructure development to lng supply. excelerate has 
offices in abu dhabi, buenos aires, chittagong, dhaka, doha, 
dubai, rio de janeiro, salem, singapore, and washington dc.   
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Time To Fix PCSO And STL
by Vicky Viray Mendoza

for so long now, the philippine charity sweep-
stakes office (pcso) has been invariably accused of 
corruption and poor governance.

the accusations are many – from systemic corruption; 
wrong beneficiaries; lotto business cornered by two 
players for almost 30 years now; delinquent lotto outlets; 
co-mingling of funds; paper supplier for 50 years; under-
declaration of revenues to reduce taxes; misappropriation of 
funds; to malversation.

pcso’s small town lottery (stl) is in truth a “jueteng” 
redux, now under legal cover – with a high cost of franchise 
and “jueteng” lords reportedly dominating the scene.

stl is, by and large, run via manual and decentralized 
operations. thus, it is vulnerable to loose controls; rigged 
draws; under-collection and under-reporting of bets and 
other financial figures; collection difficulties; delayed or 
non-payment of prizes; collection leakages; and many more.

on the other hand, lotto is electronic and centralized. 
thus, printing and collection of bets are monitored centrally 
and in real time; draws are public and transparent; bets 
and payment of prizes are monitored centrally, and settled 
immediately.

yet on another note, another gaming agency, the 
philippine amusement and gaming corporation 
(pagcor, has done relatively well over the years. pagcor 

is a government-owned and controlled corporation 
established through presidential decree. pagcor is the 
philippines' third largest contributor of revenue to the 
government, after the bureau of internal revenue and the 
bureau of customs.

the solution:  merge pcso with pagcor through legis-
lation, and perform the following:

 � focus on generating revenues through gaming and 
lottery;

 � allocate earnings, net of operating expenses, as 
funding for calamity-stricken areas, health care 
services, and the like, to the appropriate government 
agencies which should also take care of distributing 
such benefits; and

 � stl is just a numbers game. it should be folded into 
lotto, designed with electronic, centralized and 
transparent collections of bets, operating through 
small lotto agents.

after a thorough investigation, the urgent need to clean 
up pcso and stl will be clear to our legislators.

at present, the privatization of pagcor & stl is under 
consideration. however, the bigger issue is gaming, which is 
generally a monopoly. but an evaluation of whether gaming 
would be better owned by either the government or the 
private sector, is another topic altogether.   

Photo credit:  Ignitepinoy.com
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interestingly, traffic flow is like blood flow.
blood circulation is one of the many parts and systems 

that comprise the human body – an almost perfect 
machine with a master template that enables the body to func-
tion as one.

when we are born, the blood circulates normally to distribute 
oxygen and nutrients to, and collect waste from body parts so 
that they can, as one body, function normally. the blood follows 
bodily functions so no blood gets lost or wayward, lest some 
organs get starved of oxygen or nutrients, and the body dies.

as we get older and indulgent, plaques from cholesterol 
build up on blood vessel walls and become blockages that 
slowdown or worse, stop blood flow.  to normalize blood flow, 
blockages have to be removed, or a bypass is needed.

air, sea and land traffic like blood flow, must have a master 
plan with designs and rules to ensure smooth flow. for example, 
too many air or sea arrivals at one time could cause land traffic. 
surely, we have a master transportation plan. the question is – 
are we following the master plan?

in september this year, a recent study of the asian 
development bank (adb) finds metro manila is the most 
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congested city in asia, and that congestion arises when 
demand for travel exceeds the maximum capacity of the 
transportation network.

i can name so many blockages in our streets, mostly caused 
by poor engineering, education and enforcement – parking 
along busy streets takes away at least one lane; double parking 
robs another lane; jaywalking and potholes slow down traffic; 
vehicles stop or are trapped in intersections preventing vehicles 
from going forward on green light; busses and jeeps take and 
discharge passengers on the road instead of at bus stops; street 
repairs performed during business hours; intersections too close 
to each other; u-turn, instead of cloverleaf-type traffic flow in 
highways; frequent swerving; tricycles in busy streets; no by-pass 
road when clearly, the situation demands it; etc.

Photo Credit: UNTV.com

there are some suggestions to decongest metro-manila 
traffic such as – widening roads, modernizing mass transit buses, 
increasing point-to-point (p2p) buses, improving public railway 
systems in a major way, while reducing the number of private 
cars on the main arteries. traffic congestion could be effectively 
curbed via car sharing or car pooling, having a minimum vehicle 
occupancy during peak hours (also called high occupancy 
vehicle or hov), teleworking arrangements, one day home-
study/online study per week, and above all, improving reliance 
and cleanliness of public transportation buses and railway 
systems such that the white collar worker would prefer to take 
public transportation to and from office on a daily basis than 
drive their car.

a first step to address our traffic congestion problem in 
metro-manila is to designate a traffic czar. in my opinion, 
the best person for this job is the pnp ncr head, with all the 
resources and authority this position holds. these will prove 
essential and critical in traffic management.

the pnp ncr head can be tasked to remove all road block-
ages and enable bypasses to ensure smoother traffic flow in 
metro-manila. he would have authority to direct and redirect 
traffic in primary, secondary and tertiary roads without 
any hindrance from the metro-manila city mayors.   

Traffic Flow Is Like Blood Flow
by Hon. Renato C Valencia, Former SSS Administrator
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SSA's IMO Sulphur Limit 2020 Guidance
by Singapore Shipping Association (SSA)
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available on board 
> FONAR Form 
Instructions 
disseminated & contact 
list of FONAR recipients 
developed 
> Fuel change over 
instructions updated 
> EGC Record Book 
updating instructions 
incorporated 
 

COMPANY 
DOCS 

CLASS 
DOCS 

SHIP 
DOCS 

RECORDS & 
FORMS 

SUPPLY 
CHAIN 
DOCS 

> BDN to indicate less 
than 0.5% of Sulphur 
Content and does not 
exceed the maximum 
allowable limit if no 
scrubber is installed 
onboard vessel after 
Jan 2020 
>Certificate of Quality 
(COQ) from suppliers 
received  

>SEEMP document updated 
> Tank & Sounding Sensors 
booklet configured with 
correct viscosities/temp 
> Maintenance Log 
incorporated with new 
equipment 
> Section H of Oil Record 
Book Part 1 new recording 
requirements incorporated 
> Procedures to verify 
machinery  performance 
completed 
> Procedures for 
segregation of various 
grades of fuel oil carried out 
> ECGS Technical Manual for 
Scheme A/B received 
 
 

> EIAPP New Certificate 
Received 
> Amended NOx 
Technical File (obtained 
only in case of changing 
component) 
> CEM documentation 
maintained both 
onboard and in cloud 
> IMO GSIS System 
familiarisation 
conducted 
> Fuel system plan 
approval received 
(needed in case of line 
modifications) 
> Onboard Monitoring 
Manual approved 
> SOX Emission 
Compliance Plan 
approved 
 

> Ship Management 
System updated 
> Ship Implementation 
Plan reviewed 
> Fuel Oil Changeover 
Plan prepared & 
reviewed 
> Crew Preparedness 
Training Plan executed 
> RA & Mitigation Plan 
for use of DM/RM 
onboard reviewed 
> Carriage Ban 
instructions prepared 
> Commingling 
instructions  prepared 
 

 
Rotterdam 
Japan 
New-
Zealand  
Europe 
North 
America 
Asia Pacific 
(via trucks) 
 

 
US 
Europe 
(via trucks) 
 

 

 
Rotterdam  
Finland 
US 
(via trucks) 
 

 

LNG METHANOL ETHANOL BIO-FUEL 

 
Singapore 
Rotterdam 
Fujairah 
China 
US 
Canada 
Norway 
Japan 
Korea etc. 

 

1 https://safety4sea.com/imo-sets-2020-as-implementation-date-for-0-5-sulphur-cap/ 2 http://www.mpa.gov.sg/web/portal/home/port-of-singapore/services/bunkering/bunkering-statistics 
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Singapore Actual Supplied
Tonnage

(million tonnes) in 2018

Singapore Predicted Supply
Tonnage

(million tonnes) in 2020

ANNUAL BUNKER TONNAGE SUPPLIED IN 
SINGAPORE ACCORDING TO TYPE IN 20182 & 

PREDICTED SUPPLY IN 2020

MGO/LSMGO

Very Low Sulphur Fuel Oil (VLSFO)

High Sulphur Heavy Fuel Oil (HSHFO)

No. of Suppliers: 12* No. of Suppliers: 30** 

*       MGO/LSMGO product only                **    VLSFO & HSHFO  products 

 

↓ 

↑ 

↑ 

Note: Data obtained  through SSA members survey and consultation. 

# This list is non-exhaustive. 

  

M4 

M6 

M5 

Segregation modifications for fuel oil 
tanks system completed, system lines 
tested, and crew familiarization 
training conducted, action plan 
agreed with manufacturers 
completed 

FUEL OIL SYSTEM READINESS 

Tank cleaning for designated fuels storage 
arranged, lub oil spare tank arrangement 
for dual fuel carriage, additional 
containment system for the possible 
overflow of sludge volume due to tank 
cleaning requirements 

OIL TANKS READINESS 
All sampling points identified 
and appropriate sampling valve 
installed, procedure for onboard 
and in-use samples completed 
and crew familiarization training 
conducted 

SAMPLING READINESS 

M3 Procurement contracts and quality 
procedure/certification to purchase compliant fuels 
from bunker suppliers along vessel routes negotiated 
and agreed, disposal of non-compliant fuel with 
buyer(s) arranged and permit obtained 

PROCUREMENT READINESS 

M2 M1 
Fuel switch-over requirement arranged and full 
training on the utilization/ switch-over operation 
as well as handling unavailability of compliant fuel 
for crews completed, issuance of reminder that 
non-compliant fuel needs to be disposed  

ON-BOARD READINESS 
Ship maintenance regime to 
include mitigating 
compatibility issues, carriage 
ban arrangement, emission 
monitoring, equipment 
inoperability, CEM malfunction 
etc. 

COMPLIANCE READINESS 

2020 GUIDANCE 

Ports & sea areas 
prohibit scrubber 

discharges 

Compliant Fuel 
not available at 

port 

Scrubber System 
not in operation 

Carriage of Non-
Compliant Fuel 

on-board 

Submit Fuel Oil Non-
Availability Report 
(FONAR) to next port 
of call & inform Port 
State/Flag State 
Report to IMO 
MARPOL Annex VI 
GISIS module 
Submit evidence to 
support efforts to 
obtain compliant fuel 
Arrange to lift 
compliant fuel at the 
first available port of 
call 

 

Inform Flag & Port 
State for non-
functional scrubber 
Make arrangement to 
repair scrubber at 
nearest port of call 
Update SSEP Log Book 
Inform port state for 
non-availability and 
make arrangement for 
bunkering of compliant 
fuel  
If repair duration is 
uncertain, consult the 
administration 

Make arrangement to 
dispose non-compliant 
fuel (HSHFO) by 1st 
March 2020 due to 
“Carriage Ban” 
Clean system & tanks to 
bunker compliant fuel  
Obtain a Carriage of 
Non-Compliant Fuel 
exemption letter from 
Flag State, to be 
produced to Port State 
Control from 1st Jan 2020 
onwards 

 
 

Perform change-over 
to compliant fuel using 
the fuel change-over 
calculator prior to 
entering prohibited 
areas 
Switch to closed loop 
system, if available 
Make arrangement 
with reception 
facilities to collect 
scrubber effluent 
discharges for 
closed/hybrid scrubber 

Analysed VLSFO 
results have 

uncertainties 

Raise Bunker Dispute 
Form 
Run additional 
purification/filtration 
with low throughput for 
fuel with high cat-fines 
Adjust heater or use 
chiller to improve fuel 
viscosity and to maintain 
viscosity within the 
Engine Maker’s 
Recommendation limit 
Commingle with 
compatible fuel/or use 
appropriate additives to 
improve stability 
For high sulphur content 
exceeding limit, make 
preparation to debunker 
non-compliant fuel  5 What-If  

Scenarios 

6 Months (M)  
Planning 
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SSA's IMO Sulphur Limit 2020 Guidance
by Singapore Shipping Association (SSA)

  

Global Emissions1 

Compliance 

Energy 

P&L 

 85% SOx Decrease 

26% Average Fuel Price 
increase 

 2.5% Average energy 
increase (scrubbers) 

 13% Average OPEX 
increase 

IMO SULPHUR LIMIT 

>3-years Bunker 
Delivery Notes (BDN) 
Records indicating % of 
Sulphur content 
available on board 
> FONAR Form 
Instructions 
disseminated & contact 
list of FONAR recipients 
developed 
> Fuel change over 
instructions updated 
> EGC Record Book 
updating instructions 
incorporated 
 

COMPANY 
DOCS 

CLASS 
DOCS 

SHIP 
DOCS 

RECORDS & 
FORMS 

SUPPLY 
CHAIN 
DOCS 

> BDN to indicate less 
than 0.5% of Sulphur 
Content and does not 
exceed the maximum 
allowable limit if no 
scrubber is installed 
onboard vessel after 
Jan 2020 
>Certificate of Quality 
(COQ) from suppliers 
received  

>SEEMP document updated 
> Tank & Sounding Sensors 
booklet configured with 
correct viscosities/temp 
> Maintenance Log 
incorporated with new 
equipment 
> Section H of Oil Record 
Book Part 1 new recording 
requirements incorporated 
> Procedures to verify 
machinery  performance 
completed 
> Procedures for 
segregation of various 
grades of fuel oil carried out 
> ECGS Technical Manual for 
Scheme A/B received 
 
 

> EIAPP New Certificate 
Received 
> Amended NOx 
Technical File (obtained 
only in case of changing 
component) 
> CEM documentation 
maintained both 
onboard and in cloud 
> IMO GSIS System 
familiarisation 
conducted 
> Fuel system plan 
approval received 
(needed in case of line 
modifications) 
> Onboard Monitoring 
Manual approved 
> SOX Emission 
Compliance Plan 
approved 
 

> Ship Management 
System updated 
> Ship Implementation 
Plan reviewed 
> Fuel Oil Changeover 
Plan prepared & 
reviewed 
> Crew Preparedness 
Training Plan executed 
> RA & Mitigation Plan 
for use of DM/RM 
onboard reviewed 
> Carriage Ban 
instructions prepared 
> Commingling 
instructions  prepared 
 

 
Rotterdam 
Japan 
New-
Zealand  
Europe 
North 
America 
Asia Pacific 
(via trucks) 
 

 
US 
Europe 
(via trucks) 
 

 

 
Rotterdam  
Finland 
US 
(via trucks) 
 

 

LNG METHANOL ETHANOL BIO-FUEL 

 
Singapore 
Rotterdam 
Fujairah 
China 
US 
Canada 
Norway 
Japan 
Korea etc. 

 

1 https://safety4sea.com/imo-sets-2020-as-implementation-date-for-0-5-sulphur-cap/ 2 http://www.mpa.gov.sg/web/portal/home/port-of-singapore/services/bunkering/bunkering-statistics 
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Singapore Actual Supplied
Tonnage

(million tonnes) in 2018

Singapore Predicted Supply
Tonnage

(million tonnes) in 2020

ANNUAL BUNKER TONNAGE SUPPLIED IN 
SINGAPORE ACCORDING TO TYPE IN 20182 & 

PREDICTED SUPPLY IN 2020

MGO/LSMGO

Very Low Sulphur Fuel Oil (VLSFO)

High Sulphur Heavy Fuel Oil (HSHFO)

No. of Suppliers: 12* No. of Suppliers: 30** 

*       MGO/LSMGO product only                **    VLSFO & HSHFO  products 

 

↓ 

↑ 

↑ 

Note: Data obtained  through SSA members survey and consultation. 

# This list is non-exhaustive. 

  

 

Familiarisation 
of fuel change 
over sequence 

within 3 
months prior 
to regulations 

kick in  

Safety Risk: 
     Vessel Collision 

Additional 
watch-

keeping when 
performing 
fuel change 

over  
 

Perform fuel 
change over well in 

advance in order 
to ensure smooth 
transition to avoid 

any blackout 
situations 

Configure 
alert/alarm 

system when 
switching fuel 
 

Avoid performing 
fuel switch over in 
Port and Areas of 

restricted 
navigation, such as 

TSS, Rivers, 
Channels etc. 

Delivered 
MARPOL LSFO 

has 0.47% 
Sulphur or less 
documented 

(+5% confidence 
level) 

Compliance Risk: 
Vessel Detention 

Use portable 
sulphur meter 

to test onboard 
and in-use fuel 

samples sulphur 
content 

Safety briefings to 
include LSFO non- 

availability or 
non-operational 

scrubber  

Ensure all 
logs are 
properly 

maintained 
and recorded 

Obtain Flag 
State approval 
for carriage of 
non-compliant 
fuel till March 

2020 

Install 
acceptable 

micron 
backwash filter 

to reduce 
catfines & 

check/clean 
filters regularly 

Operational Risk: 
Damage to Critical  
Assets 

Develop correct 
Purification 

Procedures, based on 
fuel bunkered i.e. 

correct use of gravity 
disc /purification 

temperatures 

Use purifiers at 
low throughput 
and test purifier 

efficiency of 
removing 
catfines by 

testing 
before/after Additional 

lab tests to 
ensure LSFO 
will not cause 

piston ring 
failure or fuel 
p/p seizure 

Perform CLO 
Scrape Down 

Analysis every 3 
months to 

maintain desired 
TBN/FE ratio 

Commercial Risk: 
Onboard Fuel  
Contamination 

Monitor for 
sludge in 

tank & clean 
bunker tank 

residues 
frequently 

Avoid mixing & 
do not use fuel 

without knowing 
its specifications 

Test for 
compatibility 
prior to any 

commingling 

Drain water 
from fuel 
tanks to 

avoid settling 
of catfines 

Frequently use 
portable sulphur 

meter to test 
onboard and in-
use fuel samples 
sulphur content 

Increase 
purifier 

desludge 
frequency to 

reduce 
sludge 

accumulation 

Operational Risk: 
Incorrect combustion  
affecting emission values 
 

Maintain fuel oil 
viscosity/ 

heating for 
recommended 

injection 
viscosity 

Ensure 
appropriate Low 
TBN CLO/LO to 
avoid fouling of 

M/E, A/E 
rings/groves 

Use new type 
of nozzles 
and adjust 

Air/Fuel ratio 
for boiler 

Install new fuel 
pump 

plunger/barrel 
and injection 

nozzles for low 
viscosity LSFO 

Transition 
Clause 

between 
Charterer & 
Operator on 
tank/system 

fitness 

Commercial Risk: 
Supplied Fuel Quantity  
& Quality Disputes 

Avoid taking 
bunker from 
unreputable 

suppliers that 
do not comply 
with MARPOL 

Annex VI 

Procurement 
clauses for 
quantity & 

quality 
related issues 
with bunker 

suppliers 
Fuel tests 

report to be 
delivered by 
accredited 
testing labs 

within 4 hours 

Install mass 
flow meters 
with correct 
viscosities 

range 

Brought to you by Singapore Shipping Association                                                                                                                                                         Contact  SSATech Desk: +65 6305 2272 
Special Thanks to SSA Committees Chairman & Members who participated in reviewing this document.        
Disclaimer: All information is provided in good faith for guidance and reference purposes only. This guidance does not constitute legal advice and are offered based on the member's 
knowledge and experience.                                                   

 

6 Types of 
Risks  
Assessed 

Recommended 
Mitigating Actions: 

Recommended 
Mitigating Actions: 

Recommended 
Mitigating Actions: 

Recommended 
Mitigating Actions: 

Recommended 
Mitigating Actions: 

Recommended 
Mitigating Actions: 
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The Castillo de San Marcos National Monument in St. Augustine, Florida, stands sentinel over Matanzas Bay. The coquina structure remains sturdy after 3 centuries.

 maritime law maritime history

london. uK. human rights at sea published a short inde-
pendent legal briefing note on proposed amendments to 
the draft agreement under the united nations convention 

on the law of the sea on the conservation and sustainable use of 
marine biological diversity of areas beyond national jurisdiction to 
include international human rights law.

these amendments note an absence of human rights refer-
ences reflecting protection of any degree for human intervention 
at sea needed to support, uphold and enforce such a new treaty.

while human rights are not the focus of the draft agreement, 
the charity believes the agreement 
should explicitly refer to the appli-
cability of international human 
rights standards in its implemen-
tation. there is an increasing 
recognition on the international 
front that environmental issues 
and human rights are inextricably 
linked, and this is the case as much 
at sea as it is on land.

the 30-august-2019 report 
from the third session (16-30 
august 2019) in new york of the 
intergovernmental conference 
on the proposed international 
legally binding instrument, which 
is stated as coming into effect in 
2020, headlined that delegates 
stressed the treaty needed to be 
robust and practical in application.

drafts have dominantly 
focused on the conservation and 
marine bio-diversity aspects of 
the proposed treaty leaving a gap 
for the protections of the people 
who will be required to ensure the 
treaty’s success at sea.

human rights apply at sea as 
they do on land, but there still 
remains a gap in the legislative 
framework concerning the laws 
of the sea, which does not explicitly refer to international human 
rights law. human rights at sea, as an independent civil society 
ngo, has initiated proposed minor amendments which if imple-
mented could make a significant difference to the international 
reinforcement of human rights at sea. further, it has linked the 
amendments to the developing geneva declaration on human 
rights at sea, the aim of which is to raise global awareness of 
the abuse of human rights at sea and to mobilize a concerted 
international effort to put an end to it.

proposed amendments:
additional clause in the preamble:

“Recognizing the need to promote and encourage the 
respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms for all 
without distinction as to race, sex, language, or religion in 
achieving international cooperation to solve international 
problems,” (Based on UN Charter); or

“Recognizing that the human rights and freedoms set out 
in the Universal Declaration on Human Rights apply on sea 
as they do on land.”

article 4: relationship 
between this agreement and 
the convention and other 
[existing] relevant legal instru-
ments and frameworks and 
relevant global, regional and 
sectoral bodies….

3. this agreement shall 
be interpreted and applied in 
a manner that [respects the 
competences of and] does not 
undermine [existing] relevant 
legal instruments and frameworks 
[including international human 
rights laws] and relevant global, 
regional and sectoral bodies, and 
that promotes coherence and 
coordination with those instru-
ments, supportive of and do not 
run counter to the objectives of 
the convention and this agree-
ment [or the purposes contained 
in the un charter]; or

[5. the provisions of this 
agreement shall be interpreted and 
applied in a manner that respects 
the rights and freedoms set out 
in the universal declaration on 
human rights and other relevant 
international human rights laws.]

human rights at sea founder, 
david hammond, commented: “This is probably the best and only 
opportunity in recent time to update the international Law of the 
Sea regime to become wider in effect, not just for the safeguarding 
of marine bio-diversity and conservation essential for the sustain-
ability of our oceans for future generations, but for all persons living, 
working, transiting, or engaged in any other type of activity at sea in 
territorial and international waters around the globe.”

human rights at sea will be passing its recommendations 
to the un and state government departments.   

International Human Rights 
Law Proposed Amendments For 

New UN Oceans Treaty
by Human Rights at Sea News
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coquina and tabby are “bullet-proof” building materials 
born of the sea. nearly every child who’s played on 
the beach has built a simple sand castle by creating a 

turret with an upturned bucket of sand. others, more elaborate 
(and typically built with help from an ambitious parent), boast 
multiple structures surrounded by moats and rivers that ebb and 
flow with the motion of ocean waves.

but did you know that near st. augustine, florida — the 
nation’s oldest city — there exists an actual “castle” made of 
sand? located on 20.5 acres on the western shore of matanzas 
bay, the castillo de san marcos national monument is the 
oldest (circa 1695) and largest masonry fort in the continental 
united states.

the castillo’s masonry, or stonework, is largely 
comprised of coquina (spanish for “small shells”) — a 
natural concrete derived from the ocean. coquina is a 
rare form of limestone composed of the shell fragments 
of ancient mollusks and other marine invertebrates, 
which, over time, are glued together by dissolved calcium 
carbonate in the shells. coquina is also the name of a 
common tiny clam found everywhere on florida beaches. 
their shells, which come in countless colors, are reflected 
in the castillo’s muted hues.

as a building material, coquina is lightweight, easy to find 
(it’s indigenous to the florida coast), easy to use, and nearly 
indestructible. not only is coquina bullet-proof, it is virtually 
cannon-ball- proof! due to its plentiful microscopic air pockets, 
coquina is easily compressed. in days long past, cannon balls 
fired at the castillo simply lodged in its walls. which, one 
supposes, is why the old fort still stands after 300 years. one of 
the best places to see coquina in its natural state is washington 
oaks garden state park near palm coast, florida, about 30 

miles south of st. augustine. the park’s picturesque coquina 
outcroppings are some of the largest on the atlantic coast.

a related building material is tabby, often called coastal 
concrete, which is basically manmade coquina.

tabby is composed of the lime from burned oyster shells 
mixed with sand, water, ash, and other shells. as far back as the 
1600s, spanish and english settlers used tabby to build their 
homes and other structures, and to pave their roads, throughout 
the coastal carolinas, georgia, and florida.

The natural coquina outcroppings at Washington Oaks Gardens State Park near Palm 
Coast, Florida, are among the largest on the Atlantic Coast. Credit: Washington Oaks 
Gardens State Park.

many tabby buildings still stand today, including georgia’s 
Fort pulaski near savannah and the r.j. reynolds mansion 
on sapelo island. these historic structures, among many others, 
are testament to both the ingenuity of early americans, and the 
untold bounty of the sea.   

What Are Coquina And Tabby?
by NOAA

The Castillo de San Marcos National Monument in St. Augustine, Florida, stands sentinel over Matanzas Bay. The coquina structure remains sturdy after 3 centuries.
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THE RIGHT PARTNER 
FOR THE JOB 
Mercury® products are tough and dependable - so when it comes to boating 
for a living or for your country, you’re backed by quality you can trust. We 
are proud to support your mission and be an integral part of the duties 
you perform. Mercury outboards are the pinnacle of superior design and 
performance, and are created to deliver advanced engineering and refined 
operation without compromise. 
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730 Anda cor. Solana & Magallanes Sts., Intramuros, Manila

Tel. Nos. (02) 527-8261; Fax (02) 527-1315

www.solanda.com Email: solanda@solanda.com
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Advanced Anti-Submarine 
Warfare Officer Students  
Train In US Navy's Newest  

Combat Trainer
by U. S. Navy

 marine teChnology

us naval station san diego –naval surface and 
mine warfighting development center (smwdc) 
and the center for surface  combat systems (cscs) 

hosted 10 students school on 20-september-2019 in ciat, the 
navy’s newest combat trainer, or the combined integrated air 
& missile defense/anti-submarine warfare trainer, to increase 
operator lethality of advanced anti-submarine warfare 
officers (aswo).

the students will fleet-up aboard the same ship to become 
aswo, or they have orders to report as aswo aboard warships 
homeported in san diego, california; everett, washington; rota, 
spain; norfolk, virginia; and pearl harbor, hawaii. ciat represents 

the us navy’s investment in modernized training. over the past 
decade, advances in technology have reshaped the operational 
capabilities of us surface fleet –those same advances are now 
fundamentally transforming the way smwdc and cscs develop 
combat ready ships and battle-minded crews.  “we’re excited to 
have our students in the ciat lab for the very first time,” said mr. 
mo okita, smwdc sea combat division’s training systems lead 
and course supervisor for asw training. “in the advanced asw 
officer course, we look to capitalize on the capabilities here in 
ciat to deliver a warfighting training curriculum that is realistic, 
relevant, and just as complex as the threat environment our 
deployed ships are sailing into.”
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through the lab’s high fidelity threat modeling and 
scenario visualization, students are able to prosecute adversary 
submarines using the same consoles aboard their warships in 
a realistic training environment. the cooperative working rela-
tionship between smwdc and cscs det san diego, and the 
close proximity of the trainer are added benefits of using ciat.

“there is so much capability here,” said lt jg betty yi, who 

was selected to fleet-up as aswo aboard uss sterett (ddg 104). 
“we have transitioned from school house lectures to action-
based scenarios. we are all walking away better prepared for 
deployment.” warfare tactics instructors (wti) at smwdc and 
cscs who teach anti-submarine warfare/surface warfare 
(asw/suw) understand the significance of visualization. “the 

 marine teChnology

value of our training determines the success of sailors,” said lt 
dan walker, an asw/suw wti assigned to cscs det san diego. 
“we’re investing in the asw curriculum and ciat facility because 
we understand that when a ship leaves the pier - her mission 
could depend on it.”

the ciat will be also be available to the aswo graduates 
to ensure that their newly found proficiency is maintained. lt 
jg cara pastrana, the prospective aswo aboard uss james e. 
williams (ddg 95) sees the value in bringing her future team 
back to ciat for additional training. “ciat is our answer to 
maintaining the tactical edge,” said pastrana. “with the new ciat 
facility in norfolk, i plan to make training visits a priority for our 
team, we have to keep training.”

smwdc is a subordinate command of commander, naval 
surface Force, us pacific Fleet. it exists to increase lethality 
and tactical proficiency of the surface force across all domains. 
smwdc hQ is at naval base san diego with four divisions in 
virginia and california focused on asw/suw, amphibious 
warfare, integrated air and missile defense, and mine warfare.

cscs headquarters' staff oversees 14 learning sites and 
detachments located throughout the continental us, hawaii, 
and japan. it manages and operates a naval education and 
training command training division in rota, spain. cscs 
delivers specialized training for officer and enlisted sailors to 
tactically operate, maintain, and employ shipboard and shore-
based weapons, sensors, and command and control systems 
utilized in today's us navy.   
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Saildrone Completes First 
Autonomous Circumnavigation 

Of Antarctica
by Vicky Viray Mendoza

a seven-meter (23-foot) long, wind-powered unmanned 
surface vehicle (usv) called a saildrone  has become 
the first unmanned system to circumnavigate antarc-

tica. the vehicle, known as sd 1020, was equipped with a suite of 
climate-grade sensors, and collected data in previously unchar-
tered waters, enabling new key insights into ocean and climate 
processes.

the 196-day mission was launched from southport in bluff, 
new zealand, on 19-january-2019, returning to the same port 
on august 3 after sailing over 22,000 km (13,670 miles or 11,879 
nautical miles) around antarctica. during the mission, the vehicle 
survived freezing temperatures, 15-meter (50-foot) waves, 130 
km/h (80 mph) winds, and collisions with giant icebergs.

SD 1020 circumnavigated the Southern Ocean, a mission of 22,000 kilometers, in 196 days, 
the first unmanned system to complete an Antarctic circumnavigation.

non-profit li Ka shing Foundation sponsored this mission. 
all data is made publicly available at no cost in order to accelerate 

our understanding of critical processes affecting humanity. 
the mission is also an educational outreach initiative, aiming to 
expose future generations to the rapid changes taking place in the 
antarctic. saildrone  and the 1851 trust partnered to develop a 
series of stem lesson plans rooted in science, math, technology, 
and engineering, which are available to teachers free of charge on 
the saildrone  website at saildrone.com/antarctica.

science collaborators on this First saildrone  antarctic 
circumnavigation include experts from: us national oceanic 
and atmospheric administration (noaa), the us national 
aeronautics and space administration (nasa), australia’s 
commonwealth scientific and industrial research organization 
(csiro), the palmer long-term ecological research (lter), the 
scripps institution of oceanography, the southern ocean 
observing system (soos), the japan agency for marine-earth 
science and technology (jamstec), the Korea polar research 
institute (Kopri), the norwegian polar institute, the university 
of exeter, the university of gothenburg, the department of 
marine science, university of otago, and the new Zealand 
national institute of water and atmospheric research (niwa).

A video was taken from SD 1020’s onboard camera showing the extreme conditions in the 
Southern Ocean during the 2019 Antarctic Circumnavigation.
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the science

the southern ocean plays a key role in regulating heat and 
carbon for our planet. it is so remote and inhospitable that even 
big ships avoid it in winter. but the nimble and robust saildrone  
not only survived the southern ocean winter but streamed 
back vital new data from previously unsampled territory.

“one of our largest ‘blind spots’ in terms of our climate knowl-
edge and its future prediction lies in the southern ocean. this 
is mostly due to the serious lack of observations, in particular in 
winter, in this remote and harsh environment. this leads to a poor 
understanding of how these polar oceans function,” said sebastiaan 
swart, co-chair of the southern ocean observing system (soos). 
“these exciting, high-resolution observations from saildrone  during 
its circumnavigation of the antarctic provide valuable ground-based 
datasets for scientists to understand the southern ocean better and 
evaluate the models we use to predict weather and climate.”

The top of the wing to the bottom of the keel is loaded with science sensors.

carrying an instrument developed by noaa to measure 
carbon fluxes very precisely, the saildrone  provided important 
new data on the rates of carbon uptake in the southern ocean.

“there’s a lot left to be learned about the ocean’s uptake of co2 
emissions, especially in the southern ocean. up until a few years ago, 
the southern ocean was understood to be a large co2 sink. yet, that 
understanding was based primarily on observations made from ships 
that steer clear of the harshest weather in the southern ocean, leaving 
winter months undersampled,” said explained dr. adrienne sutton, 
an oceanographer with the noaa pacific marine environmental 
laboratory (pmel) carbon group. the pmel carbon group has been 
involved in all saildrone  missions related to co2 to date.

dr. sutton said, with the deployment of carbon sensors on 
profiling float, and the southern ocean carbon and climate 
observations and modeling (soccom) project, scientists started 
to get a broader seasonal distribution of observations. they 
found less of a co2 sink than previously thought.

the soccom floats measure seawater ph and use empirical 
relationships to calculate seawater partial pressure of carbon 
dioxide (pco2), which introduces some uncertainty relative to 
a direct measurement. this has generated an active discussion 
centered on the uncertainty in the calculated pco2 from the float 
measurements and whether the weakened co2 sink, as observed 
by the floats during 2014–2017, was just natural variability.

over the course of the mission, the saildrone  rendezvoused 
with a few of the soccom floats.

“having another autonomous platform that can survive the 
southern ocean is both a technological feat and an opportunity to 
get us closer to solving the ocean co2 sink puzzle!  preliminary results 
suggest that we also observed co2 outgassing during winter months 

in the same region as the floats measured previously. co2 outgassing 
from the ocean to the atmosphere occurs when ocean pco2 levels 
are higher than atmospheric levels,” explained dr. sutton.

Saildrone  onboard cameras also capture images of the local wildlife.

“our initial findings are that the soccom floats match the 
saildrone  pco2 to within their stated uncertainty,” said nancy 
williams, assistant professor at the university of south florida 
college of marine science. “these crossovers provide great 
opportunities for validation and context between two very 
different and complementary datasets. sustaining both of these 
types of observations will be extremely helpful for improving 
our understanding of the southern ocean’s role in the global 
carbon budget, and i can’t wait to dive into this new dataset.”

the saildrone  also took reference measurements near 
moored buoys.

“high quality and reliable data are needed for research use. 
for the saildrone  sensors, careful calibrations are done before 
deployment, and other checks are made against similar measure-
ments from a limited number of moorings and profiling floats 
in the region. the most recent comparison occurred south of 
tasmania, australia, where the saildrone  passed near one of only 
two southern ocean surface moorings equipped with similar 
sensors,” explained dr. bronte tilbrook, a biogeochemist studying 
ocean acidification and the global carbon cycle at csiro.

“the saildrone  technology is revolutionizing how data can 
be collected in the southern ocean, providing for the first time 
a way for crucial data to be collected throughout the year and 
in places that ships rarely visit. applications include a better 
understanding of the amount of carbon dioxide taken up by the 
southern ocean and determining the changing environmental 
conditions and processes driving change,” said dr. tilbrook.

all data from this mission has been made publicly available 
to the global scientific community and its use for science publi-
cations is encouraged. please visit data.saildrone .com and/or 
contact us for more information.

a platform for in-situ ocean observations

saildrone  usvs are designed for long-term ocean deployments, 
up to 12 months, yet burn no fossil fuels, hence have a zero carbon 
footprint once deployed. they are powered exclusively by the wind 
for propulsion and solar energy to power the onboard instruments.

saildrone s carry a suite of science-grade sensors to collect 
meteorological and oceanographic data critical to understanding the 
changes taking place in the antarctic ecosystem. the standard sensor 
suite includes instruments to measure air and sea temperature, 
barometric pressure, wind speed and direction, and wave height and 
period, as well as sky, sea, and horizon cameras. in addition to the 
asvco2, sd 1020’s enhanced sensor package includes an acoustic 
doppler current profiler (adcp) to measure ocean currents.
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the secret weapon to take on southern ocean winters.

the standard configuration of a generation 5 saildrone  includes 
a seven-meter (23-foot) hull, a 2.5-meter (8-foot) keel, and a five-
meter (15-foot) tall solid wing. this regular saildrone  wing has an 
operational wind range up to 60 knots. however, the massive waves 
of the southern ocean were too much for this tall and slender wing. 
on two previous occasions, in 2015 and 2017, saildrone s were 
deployed into the southern ocean to attempt the circumnavigation. 
in each case, after a short period of time, the mission was compro-
mised and the saildrone s had to sail back for repairs. the team 
learned a huge amount from these failures and designed a new type 
of wing specifically for the southern ocean. the lower aspect “square 
rig” is incredibly strong and is designed to deal with the huge forces of 
being rolled and submerged by 15-meter (50-foot) breaking waves.

Standard and optional sensors for the Generation 5 Saildrone  sensor package.

SD 1022 and SD 1023 with the standard Saildrone  wing in Point Bluff, NZ.

“while the square rig has less performance range than the 
regular saildrone  wing and struggles to sail upwind, it does a 
great job of sailing downwind and can still get you where you 
need to go in the southern ocean,” said saildrone  founder and 
ceo richard jenkins. “you inevitably sacrifice maneuverability for 
survivability, but we have created something that gets the job 
done and that the southern ocean just can’t destroy!”

sd 1022 and sd 1023 were released with “toughened” regular 
wings along with sd 1020 in january, but like their predecessors, 
both suffered storm damage in the first few days, while the square 
sail plowed on despite stormy conditions. sd 1022 and sd 1023 
navigated back to new zealand for repair and were redeployed in 
may with square wings similar to sd 1020. these two saildrone 
s have recently successfully navigated winter conditions through 
the drake passage and entered the south atlantic ocean. unlike 
sd 1020, the sd 1022 and sd 1023 are equipped with scientific 
echo sounders to study fish biomass in addition to the standard 
atmospheric and oceanographic standard instruments.

SD 1022 and SD 1023 were redeployed in May 2019 with square wings.

Future plans in the southern ocean

saildrone  is building a global fleet of unmanned surface 
vehicles, targeting planetary coverage.

“in terms of carbon and heat, the southern ocean is by far the 
most important ocean. globally, the southern ocean takes up about 
half of all carbon and 75% of all heat that enters the ocean. this makes it 
disproportionately more important to place efforts and resources, such 
as those occurring by robotic platforms like saildrone , into obtaining 
more scientific measurements in this polar region,” said swart of soos.

for saildrone , this means the southern ocean is a key 
priority to instrument. saildrone  plans to deploy a fleet of vehi-
cles to monitor the southern ocean on a persistent basis, a fleet 
of 10–20 saildrone s sailing around antarctica year-round.

SD 1020 sailing toward the sunrise on a rare calm day in the Southern Ocean.

“a monitoring system for the southern ocean is one of our 
highest priorities,” said saildrone  ceo jenkins. “understanding 
heat and carbon fluxes, fish populations, and ocean acidifica-
tion in the southern ocean are absolutely key to improve the 
understanding of our climate, and to the sustainability of life on 
this planet. only very significantly increased measurement will 
enable meaningful predictions for the future.”

saildrone  is grateful for the support of its sponsor and scien-
tific collaborators on this historic mission. saildrone  would also 
like to say a special thank you to the bluff coastguard who assisted 
in towing sd 1020 into the harbor in bluff, the staff and port of 
south port in bluff, nz, and biosecurity new zealand – tiakitanga 
pūtaiao aotearoa for inspecting the vehicle on its return.

      

Resources:
1. “Saildrone  is first to circumnavigate Antarctica, in search for carbon 

dioxide,” National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), 
accessed 5-August-2019

2. Ashlee Vance, “Saildrone ’s Journey Around Antarctica Uncovers New 
Climate Clues,” Bloomberg Businessweek, 5-August-2019.
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The History Of Norway’s STADT
by Vicky Viray Mendoza

the stadt lean drive technology, regarded as a very 
reliable patented technology, would be used for many kinds of 
electric ship propulsion solutions where power sources could be 
arranged in many combinations –lng, mdo, hfo, batteries, and 
fuel cells. the drive technology is scalable from small to high-
powered rating of 230v up to 15kv, without the use of big, heavy 
transformers. abs-approved stadt lean drive was delivered to 
16 vessels. w.a. technical sales ceo bill meyer said “the stadt 
technology with its remarkable track record worldwide, will have 
a major potential in the us in years to come.”

in 2018, hurtigruten began connecting to shore supply in 
bergen via a 1400 kw stadt shorecon 50/60hz, developed 
and made by stadt. it enables the ships to shut down its diesel 
generators while staying in harbor, reducing emission, noise and 
fuel costs. the stadt shorecon can also be located onboard the 
vessels for increased flexibility in shore power operations. in april 
2018, topaz master and topaz mariner became stadt’s clients. 
these new ahtsvs, equipped with stadt lean propulsion 
are state of the art vessels with reduced fuel consumption 
and emission. they have the highest operational safety due to 
tremendous redundancy in the stadt lean drive.

later in 2018, stadt finalized installation of the lean 
propulsion system on the megayacht White Rabbit, built at 
echo yachts in perth, australia. the White Rabbit is 3000 gt, 

stadt is an awarded technology leader and has been in 
the power electronics business for more than 30 years. 
through its extensive experience, focus on sustainable 

products and development of the patented stadt lean drive tech-
nology for electric propulsion of today, there have been major steps.

hallvard l. 
slettevoll founded 
stadt in 1985 in a family 
barn in his hometown 
gjerdsvika, norway. 
slettevoll started 
developing the first 
generation of stadt 
variable frequency 
drives (vFd), based on 
bipolar transistors with 
phillips pwm control 
and switch mode power 
supply. the very first 
vFd was delivered to a 
local fish-farm company 
located in the neigh-
boring village.

in 1988, the second generation stadt vFd, which was 
based on igbt transistors, was released. the local hydro power-
plant company, tussa, and the norwegian telecom company, 
telenor, became regular stadt clients. but stadt’s workshop 
(aka, the barn) burned to the ground on new years eve in 1992. 
all of stadt’s hardware was lost in the fire. stadt then moved 
to a new facility in gjerdsvika, a closed-down shipyard, which 
offered much more space to increase production. by 1995, 
stadt was the first vacon customer outside Finland, and this 
grew into a close cooperation over the years between stadt 
and vacon. stadt started producing small 230 vac vacon 
drives in gjerdsvika, and used the vacon cpu in the develop-
ment of large drives for marine applications. in 1996, stadt 
landed a big contract with tFds for the coast guard vessel K/V 
Tromsø for delivery of the third generation stadt vFd which 
was a 500 kw, 690 vac water-cooled vfd running on a pump 
jet thruster. this was a big breakthrough. more contracts from 
tfds came in.

fast-forward to june 2017, stadt as signed a contract 
with the swedish defense and security group, saab ab. the 
contract was about delivery of the patented electric drive 
system, the stadt lean propulsion, to be integrated in one 
of the ship projects of saab. the lean approach used an 
ac drive technology with unique performance capabilities 
of stealth, noise-free, extreme reliability, and lifetime cost 
efficient, low weight, and compact footprint. stadt ceo 
slettevoll said that the contract was an important part of 
their strategy to bring the lean propulsion design into the 
international naval fleet market.

in january 2018, at the work boat show in new orleans, 
stadt as of norway signed an agreement with w.a. technical 
sales to represent them in the gulf of mexico, as part of stadt’s 
worldwide expansion, targeting the maritime market globally.

STADT CEO Hallvard L. Slettevoll
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84 meters long, 20 meters wide, built of aluminum, and has a 
range of 5000 nautical miles. it is the first megayacht ever built in 
australia with diesel-electric propulsion, and the world’s largest 
trimaran superyacht. endurance is important for such a ship.

thus, weight, size and propulsion efficiency has been very 
important for this project. two-geared stadt ac induction 
motors run the 2-shaft line cp propellers. this represents a highly 
efficient and low weight overall solution. the stadt lean drive 
technology ensures the propellers will not stop in the middle of 
the ocean. a noise-free ride is also essential for a megayacht. the 
patented sinusoidal drive makes this possible with the lean 
drive, which is now used in naval ships for the same reason.

in march 2019, stadt signed up with a nato-allied country to 
engineer new-generation naval ships using the stealth ac drive 
electric propulsion technology used in the saab navy project. the 
propulsion solution is usable in any ship size due to scalability.

in july 2019, OceanXnorway by stormbringer chose stadt 
lean propulsion as their partner for electric propulsion for 
their new megayacht series. OceanXnorway is based on a team 
of individual experts and selected collaborators. members of 
the team have been engaged in various parts of the offshore 
industry for over 25 years in making norway´s huge fleet of 
offshore service vessels (osv’s).

at present, stadt systems and products are designed for the 
majority of vessel types with unique features of the stadt lean 
drive to deliver a superior system for the following segments: 
naval, yacht, offshore, aquaculture, seismic, fishing, cruise, 
merchant, tanker & bunker, passenger, and energy systems.

stadt can deliver a range of marine propulsion products: 
system integration, lean drive, motor, switchboard, pms, ias, gener-
ator, energy storage, soft starter, ac drive, and transformers. stadt 
is now increasing business development activities in southeast asia 
in co-operation with the company next motion as.   

John I. Myklebust,
Senior Partner 
Next Motion AS
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 Maritime Innovation 
In The Philippines

by Timothy Muelder

without a doubt, the maritime industry in the philip-
pines is a vibrant cornerstone to the local economy 
and national workforce stability.  to some extent, on 

an international level as well.
one doesn’t have to look very far to understand how innova-

tion with efficiency of operation and an ongoing focus to being 
environmentally sensitive is paramount in maintaining a balance 
of sustainability without undo harm to the environment.

at a recent maritime Forum meeting, my friend and 
colleague, atty. nanding campos, asked if i knew anything 
about a “Hybrid Trimaran” project underway in the philippines. i 
confessed i didn’t, but would look into it. what i found was truly 
exciting news from new washington, aklan.

engineer jonathan salvador owner of metallica shipyard 
in partnership with aklan state university (asu), maritime 
industry authority (marina), dost-philippine council for 
industry, energy, and emerging technology research and 
development (dost-pcieerd), and local government officials 
of aklan have undertaken a project to build a “Hybrid Electric 
Trimaran” utilizing wave action to produce enough energy for 
propulsion of the vessel while at sea.

this trimaran is expected for ferry operations to transport 150 
passengers plus some vehicles and cargo. for maneuverability 
while in port, and safety at sea, a duel system utilizing current 
available systems will be employed. this technology could have 
great benefit to commercial shipping as the average container 
ship burns over 100 tons of fossil fuel each year costing about 
50 million dollars each. they also produce massive amounts of 
hydrocarbon pollution through the exhaust of both diesel fueled 
engines and bunker fuel steam/boiler driven propulsion systems.

while the electric wave system would not be a total replace-
ment for current systems, any reduction is a great leap forward. 
wave propulsion systems are still in the early stages of develop-
ment, but there is enormous potential for them to be used as an 

alternative energy source for much larger ships.
in discussions with nanding campos, he expanded this 

technology to possibly include refrigerated cargo holds for 
support to our local commercial fishing fleet.

it would be a “mother ship” on the high seas working with the 
commercial fishermen.

depending upon the implementation costs of this refrig-
eration support, powered by trimaran design, the philippine 
government could offer filipinos abroad to invest, possibly 
through “bond sales” in the project, to fight for and protect our 
eez in a filipino global support action.

looking beyond – possibly offering pay for support 
services to those others authorized to fish in philippine waters, 
could also be initiated. it appears this idea might be advanta-
geous to explore at higher levels. this could have enormous 
benefit as the fishing fleet could stay at sea longer without 
having to make multiple port runs to offload their catch, and 
also with multiple vessels serving as additional set of eyes in 
support of the philippine navy and coast guard in patrolling 
philippine waters, allowing better utilization of the resources 
for coastal and eez safety.

one of the maritime presentations i recently attended 
discussed the ongoing news revolving around what the 
philippines is not doing, or can’t do. the presenter offered a 
different belief with a highly optimistic viewpoint. however, 
optimism is not enough.

in my opinion, this “Hybrid Trimaran” project showcases that 
forward-looking concept and can-do attitude of the filiipino. i believe 
it should be supported, embraced, and expanded to help propel the 
philippines to the forefront in the global maritime industry.

      

About the author: Timothy Muelder is a retired Facilities Manager of the 
U.S. Department of State.
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Wärtsilä Solutions To Support 
Hurtigruten’s Green Push In 

Expedition Cruises
by Wärtsilä Press

 marine teChnology marine teChnology

the technology group wärtsilä will supply a broad 
scope of solutions that will support hurtigruten, 
the world’s largest expedition cruise operator, in its 

push for greener and more sustainable shipping. hurtigruten, 
considered one of the world’s most sustainable cruise operators, 
is converting an additional three vessels to become premium, 
hybrid-powered expedition cruise ships. the order with wärt-
silä was placed in the second quarter of 2019, and covers the 
ms finnmarken, the first of the three vessels to be upgraded. 
following the conversion project, the 140 meter, 530 guest ms 
finnmarken will be renamed to MS Otto Sverdrup.

the scope includes upgrading the ship’s wärtsilä engines for 
selective catalytic reduction (scr) technology to restrict emis-
sions of nitrogen oxides (nox). four wärtsilä nitrogen oxide 
reducer (nor) systems will be installed for this conversion. 
wärtsilä will also deliver two energopac systems. the inte-
grated propeller and rudder design of the wärtsilä energopac 
utilises advanced hydrodynamic technology to optimize propul-
sion efficiency. this enables effective savings in fuel, costs, and 
emissions. the ship will also have the capability to operate on 
battery power to further lessen its environmental footprint.

“We have enjoyed a good customer relationship with 
Hurtigruten for many years, and we are pleased and honored 
to have been selected to supply our sustainable solutions to a 
company that is committed to protecting the environment. The fact 
that we could deliver Tier III certificates for the total installation was 
a significant factor in the award of this contract,” says cato esperø, 

head of sales, service unit nordics and baltics, wärtsilä marine.
“At Hurtigruten, the push for sustainable solutions and introduc-

tion of green technology is the core of everything we do. We operate 
in some of the most spectacular areas of the world. This comes with a 
responsibility,” says daniel skjeldam, ceo of hurtigruten.

the wärtsilä equipment is scheduled for delivery in 
december of this year. hurtigruten has announced that all new 
additions to its fleet, as well as its existing vessels, will be made 
compliant with the imo’s tier iii regulations.

wärtsilä is a global leader in smart technologies and 
complete lifecycle solutions for the marine and energy markets. 
by emphasising sustainable innovation, total efficiency and data 
analytics, wärtsilä maximises the environmental and economic 
performance of the vessels and power plants of its customers. 
in 2018, wärtsilä’s net sales totaled eur 5.2 billion with approxi-
mately 19,000 employees. the company has operations in over 
200 locations in more than 80 countries around the world. 
wärtsilä is listed on nasdaq helsinki.

in the philippines, wärtsilä started operations in 1992 
during the on-set of power crisis in the country. wärtsilä 
philippines, inc. is a fully-owned subsidiary of wärtsilä 
corporation, a finnish engineering company focusing on 
the marine and energy markets with products, solutions and 
services. its in-situ field services and workshop in laguna offers 
mechanical, electrical and automation services, which include 
engine overhauling, engine parts machining, governor calibra-
tion, and plc modification.   
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Global Marine Insurance 
Premiums Rise By 1%,  

But Future Market Development 
Remains Uncertain

by IUMI News

iumi – the international of marine insurance – 
presented its analysis of the latest marine insurance 
market trends at this week’s annual conference 

in toronto, canada. marine underwriting premiums for 
2018 were recorded at usd28.9 billion which represents 
a single percentage point rise from 2017. with significant 
challenges facing the market, the modest increase is not 
significant to herald an upturn in the fortunes of the 
marine insurance sector.

vice-chair of iumi’s facts & figures committee, astrid 
seltmann explains: “Changes to frame conditions are the most 
likely reason for the modest increase in premiums as opposed to 
any real market development. A continuing growth in world trade 
will have driven cargo premiums up by 2.5%; and the fluctuating oil 
price will be pressurising premiums from the offshore energy sector, 
which dropped by 3% in 2018.”

ongoing global uncertainties, including the current 
tensions in trade, will continue to impact all sectors but specifi-
cally cargo and offshore energy. the continued downward 
adjusting of global trade growth is not helpful for marine cargo 
underwriting going forward. high levels of technical losses 

continue to blight all sectors, particularly hull and cargo, and 
2018 will not be any different. a normalization of major losses 
after several relatively benign years is likely to offset any rise in 
premiums achieved this year. premiums had already plum-
meted to truly unsustainable levels in 2017, and so any increase 
begins from a very low base.

only when the 2019 statistics become available will we 
understand to what degree marine underwriting might have 
returned to profitability.  a particular concern is the increase 
in the frequency of fires on containerships, particularly 
those starting in the cargo area of vessels such as the 
mærsk honam or the grande america. this trend has been 
observed for some years and the newest statistics show a 
clear further increase in 2019. these fires pose a threat to 
the crew and cause severe damage to both vessel and cargo. 
iumi is working with a range of industry bodies to improve 
the prevention of such events as well as fire-fighting capa-
bilities onboard.

the usd28.9 billion global income was split between these 
geographic regions: europe 46.4%, asia/pacific 30.7%, latin 
america 10.4%, north america 6.2%, other 6.3%. the year 2018 

IUMI: Total ship losses stand at 20-year low. Although the global fleet continued to grow at around 3% in 2018, the number of total losses (vessels over 500 GT) stood at a 20-year low. 
However, the continued erosion of the global premium base means that attritional losses are becoming much more significant, and the increased risk has the potential to impact all marine 
underwriting sectors in 2019. Photo credit: Safety4Sea.com
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saw europe’s global share reduce from 49.2% (2017) to 46.4%, 
and asia’s share increase from 29.2% (2017) to 30.7%. for global 
marine premium by line of business, cargo represents the largest 
share with 57.4% in 2018, hull 24.4%, offshore energy 11.4%, and 
marine liability (excluding igp&i) 6.7%.

cargo sector. premium income for marine cargo insurance 
was reported to be usd 16.6 billion for 2018, representing a 
2.5% increase on the 2017 result. the modest increase is largely 
attributable to continued growth in world trade coupled 
with exchange rate fluctuations, which tend to affect cargo 
premiums more strongly than other sectors. trade growth 
continues (albeit less optimistically) which should impact 
positively on this sector, macro-economic uncertainties such 
as national and regional trade restrictions as well as changes 
to economic and political frame conditions are likely to have a 
negative effect.

covered risks are increasingly representing stock rather 
than transit exposure and accumulation risks continue to 
grow. the risk of large event losses, both nat-cat and man-
made, is substantially increasing both on single sites and 
single assets. the 2017/18 underwriting years saw a rela-
tively high nat-cat impact from hurricanes, earthquakes and 
flooding; and 2018 was heavily impacted by the cargo loss 
from Maersk Honam (15,000 teu capacity). technical loss 
ratios are relatively stable at around 70% in europe. asia is still 
a developing account and loss ratios are beginning to rise in 
that region, now approaching 60%.

hull sector. in 2018, global underwriting premiums for the 
hull sector achieved usd 7 billion, no change from 2017. a 0% 
change in premiums is a concern when set against a continually 
increasing global fleet and higher single risk exposure (and the 
related risk of unprecedented major claims) resulting from the 
trend for ever-larger vessels.

on a more positive note, claims frequency and cost per vessel 
is stable at a moderate level; and the long-term trend for total 
losses has also stabilized with a fluctuation below 0.1%. however, 
the incidence of major losses appears to have returned in 2019 
after unusually low numbers during the period 2016-2018.

this is likely to impact on the 2018 and 2019 underwriting 
years. in addition, the 2018 fire at a major yard in germany 
represented a new dimension of claims impacting the builder’s 
risk portfolio. although (due to long-term policies) it severely 
deteriorated the 2014 underwriting year results it may, nonethe-
less, add further pressure on the necessary recovery of the hull 
insurance market.

throughout the period 2016-2018, the hull sector 
suffered few major losses with attritional losses accounting 
for an increasing share of the total claims costs. income 
achieved during that period was not sufficient to cover these 
losses and there was no buffer to cover the major losses. in 
2019, we expect to see premiums increase, albeit from a very 
low base. this should (marginally) alleviate the pressure on 
profitability but the return of major losses has the potential 
to offset this.

with results under pressure, the trend towards using more 
advanced methods of technical underwriting and better risk 
estimation continues. one of several means to estimate the 
future claims potential of a given portfolio is the use of deten-
tion data. based on recent analysis by the nordic association of 
marine insurers (cefor), astrid seltmann demonstrated a close 
correlation (on a vessel-by-vessel basis) between the frequency 
and cost of claims and the level of related detentions.

offshore energy. global premiums for the offshore 
energy sector were reported at usd3.4 billion in 2018 repre-
senting a 3% reduction from 2017. it should be noted that the 
2017 number was a 5% reduction from 2016; and the 2016 
number was a 21% reduction from 2015. the majority of busi-
ness in this sector is transacted in us dollars and so exchange 
rate fluctuations have very little impact. the drop in premium 
income has followed the slide in oil price but, fortunately, 
this appears to be flattening out. that said, ongoing trade 
tensions make any sort of price rally less certain. high profile 
losses in this sector and nat-cat events (mainly hurricanes) 
have had little impact on the market.

the prolonged downturn in activity has begun to reverse, 
albeit slowly, as the sector rebalances itself to operate 
within a lower oil price environment. historically, there is an 
18-month lag between improved oil prices and authorization 
for downstream expenditure. reactivation will increase the 
risk of more claims.

philip graham, chair of iumi’s facts & figures committee 
summed up: “Since the 2018 IUMI conference, we’ve seen around 
20 entities cease or severely restrict their hull or cargo underwriting 
activities. Whilst the modest growth in 2018 global marine under-
writing premiums recorded this year is, of course, welcome it does 
not demonstrate any significant uplift to the current market and is 
more likely to have been driven by economic factors.

That said-- I am hopeful that 2019 will bring more positivity. The 
hull and cargo markets appear to have bottomed-out and we are 
beginning to see a modest uplift, albeit from a low base. Profitability 
is likely to be pressured by the recent return of major losses, however.

More activity in the offshore energy markets is also good news, 
but reactivation of units adds to the overall risk profile. In short, 
the marine underwriting sector is characterized by uncertainty. At 
a macro-level this is created by political, economic and environ-
mental factors; and at an industry level it is due to accumulations, 
a worrying and increasing incidence of major losses; and through 
a reactivation of the offshore sector.”

iumi’s total world-wide premium includes data from all 
relevant marine insurance markets including asia, latin america 
and africa. care should be taken when making comparisons with 
earlier figures as data coverage varies in different years and a 
number of figures will be updated retrospectively.

similarly, “global” loss ratios for hull, energy and cargo do not 
encompass all regions, and underwriting year results do develop 
over a couple of years due to a time lag in claims reporting and 
payments. since 2017, iumi has been able to show accounting 
year loss ratios originating from major asian and latin american 
markets, in addition to the underwriting year loss ratios reported 
from primarily major european marine insurance markets. 
when interpreting statistics, caution should always be applied 
regarding what the data actually relates to.

iumi stresses that all figures released by iumi’s facts and 
figures committee are global market sums or averages. while 
these reflect the average performance of the marine insurance 
market, individual companies’ or countries’ results may differ 
substantially. as with all averages, individual underwriting 
units may over or underperform compared with the average. 
iumi does not make any statements about what actual applied 
premium rates were or should be.

the aim of iumi is solely to provide data as available and 
raise awareness for the importance of a critical union evaluation 
of the risks covered.   
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Choices Made Now Are Critical 
For The Future Of  

Our Ocean And Cryosphere
by IPCC News

the latest intergovernmental panel on climate 
change (ipcc) special report highlights the urgency 
of prioritizing timely, ambitious and coordinated action 

to address unprecedented and enduring changes in the ocean 
and cryosphere. the report reveals the benefits of ambitious and 
effective adaptation for sustainable development and, conversely, 
the escalating costs and risks of delayed action. the ocean and 
cryosphere –the frozen parts of the planet– play a critical role 
for life on earth. about 670m people in high mountain regions, 
and 680m people in low-lying coastal zones, depend directly on 
these systems. about 4m people live permanently in the arctic 
region; and small island developing states are home to 65m 
people. global warming has reached 1°c above the pre-industrial 
level due to past and current greenhouse gas emissions. there is 
overwhelming evidence that this is resulting in profound conse-
quences for ecosystems and people. the ocean is warmer, more 
acidic and less productive. melting glaciers and ice sheets cause 
sea level rise, and extreme coastal events are more severe.

the ipcc special report on the ocean and cryosphere in 
a changing climate, approved on 24-september-2019 by the 
195 ipcc member governments, provides new evidence for the 
benefits of limiting global warming to the lowest possible level – 
in line with the goal that governments set themselves in the 2015 
paris agreement. urgently reducing greenhouse gas emissions 
limits the scale of ocean and cryosphere changes. ecosystems 
and the livelihoods that depend on them can be preserved.

“The open sea, the Arctic, the Antarctic and the high mountains 
may seem far away to many people, but we depend on them and are 
influenced by them directly and indirectly in many ways – for weather 
and climate, for food and water, for energy, trade, transport, recrea-
tion and tourism, for health and wellbeing, for culture and identity. If 
we reduce emissions sharply, consequences for people and their liveli-
hoods will still be challenging, but potentially more manageable for 
those who are most vulnerable. We increase our ability to build resil-
ience and there will be more benefits for sustainable development,” 
hoesung lee, chair, ipcc said. knowledge assessed in the report 

outlines climate-related risks and challenges that people around 
the world are exposed to today and that future generations will 
face. it presents options to adapt to changes that can no longer be 
avoided, manage related risks, and build resilience for a sustain-
able future. adaptation depends on the capacity of individuals 
and communities, and resources available to them.

the ipcc special report is a key scientific input for world 
leaders gathering in forthcoming climate and environment 
negotiations, such as the un Framework convention on climate 
change conference (cop25) in chile in december. “The world’s 
ocean and cryosphere have been ‘taking the heat’ from climate 
change for decades, and consequences for nature and humanity are 
sweeping and severe,” said Ko barrett, vice-chair, ipcc. “The rapid 
changes to the ocean and the frozen parts of our planet are forcing 
people from coastal cities to remote Arctic communities to fundamen-
tally alter their ways of life,” barrett added. “By understanding the 
causes of these changes and the resulting impacts, and by evaluating 
options that are available, we can strengthen our ability to adapt,” 
Barrett said. “The Special Report on Ocean and Cryosphere in a 
Changing Climate provides knowledge for these kinds of decisions.”

major changes in high mountains affecting downstream 
communities. people in mountain regions are increasingly exposed 
to hazards and changes in water availability. glaciers, snow, ice and 
permafrost are declining, and will continue to do so. hazards for 
people, through landslides, avalanches, rockfalls and floods will 
increase. smaller glaciers in europe, eastern africa, tropical andes, 
and indonesia are projected to lose more than 80% of their current 
ice mass by 2100 under high emission scenarios. the retreat of the 
high mountain cryosphere will continue to adversely affect recrea-
tional activities, tourism, and cultural assets. as mountain glaciers 
retreat, they alter both water availability and quality downstream, 
with implications on sectors such as agriculture and hydropower. 
“Changes in water availability will not just affect people in high moun-
tain regions, but also communities further downstream,” said panmao 
Zhai, co-chair, ipcc working group i. “Limiting warming would 
help adapt to changes in water supplies in mountain regions and 
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beyond, and limit risks related to mountain hazards.” integrated water 
management and transboundary cooperation provide opportuni-
ties to address the impacts of less water resources.

melting ice, rising seas. glaciers and ice sheets in polar and 
mountain regions are losing mass, contributing to an increasing rate 
of sea level rise, together with expansion of the warmer ocean. while 
sea level has risen globally by around 15 cm during the 20th century, 
it is currently rising more than twice as fast –at 3.6 mm per year– and 
accelerating. sea levels will continue to rise for centuries. it could reach 
around 30-60 cm by 2100 even if greenhouse gas emissions are sharply 
reduced and global warming is limited to well below 2°c; but will rise to 
60-110 cm, if greenhouse gas emissions continue to increase strongly.

“In recent decades, the rate of sea level rise has accelerated, due to 
growing water inputs from ice sheets in Greenland and Antarctica, the 
contribution of meltwater from glaciers, and the expansion of warmer 
sea waters. This new assessment has revised upwards the projected 
contribution of the Antarctic ice sheet to sea level rise by 2100 in case 
of high GHG emissions. The wide range of sea level projections for 
2100 and beyond is related to how ice sheets will react to warming, 
especially in Antarctica, with major uncertainties still remaining,” said 
valérie masson-delmotte, co-chair, ipcc working group i.

more frequent extreme sea level events. sea level rise will 
increase the frequency of extreme sea level events, which occur 
for example during high tides and intense storms. indications are 
that with any degree of additional warming, events that occurred 
once per century in the past will occur every year by mid-century 
in many regions, increasing risks for many low-lying coastal cities 
and small islands. without major investments in adaptation, they 
would be exposed to escalating flood risks. some island nations are 
likely to become uninhabitable due to climate-related ocean and 
cryosphere change, but habitability thresholds remain extremely 
difficult to assess. increases in tropical cyclone winds and rainfall 
are exacerbating extreme sea level events and coastal hazards. 
hazards will be further intensified by an increase in the average 
intensity, magnitude of storm surge and precipitation rates of 
tropical cyclones, especially if greenhouse gas emissions remain 
high. “Various adaptation approaches are being implemented, often 
in response to flooding events, and the report highlights the diversity of 
options available for each context to develop integrated responses antic-
ipating the full scale of future sea level rise,” said masson-delmotte.

changing ocean ecosystems. warming and changes in ocean 
chemistry are disrupting species throughout the ocean food web, 
with impacts on marine ecosystems, and people that depend on 
them. to date, the ocean has taken up more than 90% of the excess 
heat in the climate system. by 2100, the ocean will take up 2-4 times 
more heat than between 1970 and the present if global warming is 
limited to 2°c, and up to 5-7 times more at higher emissions. ocean 
warming reduces mixing between water layers and, as a conse-
quence, the supply of oxygen and nutrients for marine life. marine 
heatwaves have doubled in frequency since 1982, and are increasing 
in intensity. they are projected to further increase in frequency, dura-
tion, extent and intensity. their frequency will be 20 times higher 
at 2°c warming, compared to pre-industrial levels. they shall occur 
50 times more often if emissions continue to increase strongly. the 
ocean has taken up between 20%-30% of human-induced co2 emis-
sions since the 1980s, causing ocean acidification. continued carbon 
uptake by the ocean by 2100 will exacerbate ocean acidification.

ocean warming and acidification, loss of oxygen and changes 
in nutrient supplies, are affecting the distribution and abundance 
of marine life in coastal areas, in the open ocean and at the sea 
floor. shifts in the distribution of fish populations have reduced the 
global catch potential. in the future, some regions, notably tropical 

oceans, will see further decreases, but there will be increases in 
others, such as the arctic. communities that depend highly on 
seafood may face risks to nutritional health and food security. 
“Cutting greenhouse gas emissions will limit impacts on ocean ecosys-
tems that provide us with food, support our health and shape our 
cultures,” said hans-otto pörtner, co-chair, ipcc working group ii. 
“Reducing other pressures such as pollution will further help marine life 
deal with changes in their environment, while enabling a more resilient 
ocean.” “Policy frameworks, for example for fisheries management and 
marine-protected areas, offer opportunities for communities to adapt 
to changes and minimize risks for our livelihoods,” pörtner added.

declining arctic sea ice, thawing permafrost. the extent of 
arctic sea ice is declining in every month of the year, and it is getting 
thinner. if global warming is stabilized at 1.5°c above pre-industrial 
levels, the arctic ocean would only be ice-free in september –the 
month with the least ice– once in every hundred years. for global 
warming of 2°c, this would occur up to one year in three. some 
people living in the arctic, especially the indigenous peoples, have 
adjusted their traveling and hunting to the seasonality and safety 
of land, ice, and snow conditions. some coastal communities have 
planned for relocation. their success in adapting depends on 
funding, capacities, and institutional support. permafrost ground that 
has been frozen for many years is warming and thawing, and wide-
spread permafrost thaw is projected to occur in the 21st century. 
even if global warming is limited to well below 2°c, around 25% of 
the near-surface (3-4 meter depth) permafrost will thaw by 2100. if 
greenhouse gas emissions continue to increase strongly, there is a 
potential that 70% near-surface permafrost could be lost. arctic and 
boreal permafrost hold large amounts of organic carbon, almost 
twice the carbon in the atmosphere, and have the potential to signifi-
cantly increase the concentration of greenhouse gases (ghg) in the 
atmosphere if they thaw. it is unclear whether there is a net release of 
co2 or methane due to the ongoing thaw of the arctic permafrost. in 
the future, increased plant growth can increase the storage of carbon 
in soils and offset co2 release from permafrost thaw, but not at the 
scale of large changes on the long term. wildfires are disturbing 
ecosystems in most tundra, boreal, and mountain regions.

Knowledge for urgent action. the report finds that strongly 
reducing greenhouse gas emissions, protecting and restoring 
ecosystems, and carefully managing the use of natural resources 
would make it possible to preserve the ocean and cryosphere as a 
source of opportunities that support adaptation to future changes, 
limit risks to livelihoods and offer multiple additional societal 
benefits. “We will only be able to keep global warming to well below 
2°C above pre-industrial levels if we effect unprecedented transitions in 
all aspects of society, including energy, land and ecosystems, urban and 
infrastructure as well as industry. The ambitious climate policies and 
emissions reductions required to deliver the Paris Agreement will also 
protect the ocean and cryosphere – and ultimately sustain all life on 
Earth,” said debra roberts, co-chair, ipcc working group ii.

srocc provides the best scientific knowledge to empower 
governments and communities to take action, embedding scientific 
knowledge on unavoidable change and plausible futures into their 
own context, to limit the scale of risks and climate impacts. the report 
gives evidence of the benefits of combining scientific with local 
and indigenous knowledge to develop suitable options to manage 
climate change risks and enhance resilience. this is the first ipcc 
report that highlights the importance of education to enhance climate 
change, ocean and cryosphere literacy. “The more decisively and 
earlier we act, the more able we will be to address unavoidable changes, 
manage risks, improve our lives and achieve sustainability for ecosystems 
and people around the world, today and in the future,” she said.   
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Addressing Invasive Species In 
Ships’ Ballast Water - Treaty 

Amendments Enter Into Force
by IMO News

amendments to an international treaty aimed at 
preventing the spread of potentially invasive 
species in ships' ballast water entered into force on 

13-october-2019.
ships regularly take on sea water in tanks to ensure their 

stability. known as ballast water, this can contain many aquatic 
species, including in microscopic or larval form. these can 
become invasive and harmful if the ballast water is released, 
unmanaged, in a new location at the end of an ocean voyage.

the international maritime organization (imo), a 
specialized agency of the united nations, adopted the 2004 
international convention for control and management of 
ships' ballast water and sediments (bwm convention) to 
address the problem.

the bwm convention entered into force in 2017. the 
amendments formalize an implementation schedule to ensure 
ships manage their ballast water to meet a specified standard, 
the "d-2” standard – aimed at ensuring that viable organisms are 
not released into new sea areas, and make mandatory the code 
for approval of ballast water management systems, which sets 
out how ballast water management systems used to achieve the 
d-2 standard have to be assessed and approved.

this will help ensure that aquatic organisms and pathogens 

are removed or rendered harmless before the ballast water is 
released into a new location – and avoid the spread of invasive 
species as well as potentially harmful pathogens.

the amendments to the bwm convention were adopted 
in april 2018. in essence, the schedule for implementation 
means that compliance with the d-2 standard set out in the 
convention will be phased-in over time for individual ships, up 
to 8-september-2024. over time, more and more ships will be 
compliant with the d-2 standard.

in many cases, meeting the d-2 standard will be achieved 
through fitting ballast water management systems. there are 
now many such approved systems on the market, ranging from 
those that use physical methods such as ultraviolet light to treat 
the ballast water, to those using active substances (chemicals). 
those that use active substances have to go through a thorough 
additional approval process.

other amendments to the bwm convention entering into 
force on 13-october-2019 relate to survey and certification.

the bwm convention d-2 standard – the d-2 standard 
specifies that ships can only discharge ballast water that meets 
the following criteria:

 � less than 10 viable organisms per cubic metre (m3) which 
are >= to 50 micrometers in minimum dimension;

 marine environment marine environment
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 � less than 10 
viable organisms 
per milliliter which 
are between 10-50 
micrometers in 
minimum dimen-
sion;

 � less than 1 colony-
forming unit (cfu) 
per 100 milliliters of 
toxicogenic vibrio 
cholerae;

 � less than 250 cfu 
per 100 milliliters of 
escherichia coli; and

 � less than 100 cfu 
per 100 mil-
liliters of intestinal 
enterococci.

the bwm 
convention and the 
sdgs – implementation 
of the ballast water management convention contributes 
to achieving a number of the united nations sustainable 
development goals (sdgs), i.e., sdg 14 on life below water, 
which calls for sustainable use of the oceans; and sdg 15, 
which relates to biodiversity and curtailing the spread of 
invasive species.
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the bwm convention 
requirements – since 
the convention entered 
into force in september 
2017, ships have been 
required to manage their 
ballast water to avoid the 
transfer of potentially 
invasive aquatic species. 
all ships must have a 
ship-specific ballast 
water management plan 
and keep a ballast water 
record book. ships are 
also required to manage 
their ballast water to 
meet either the d-1 
ballast water exchange 
standard or the d-2 
performance standard. 
the amendments in force 
from 13-october-2019 

formalize the implementation schedule for the transition from 
the d-1 to the d 2 standard.

imo – international maritime organization – is the 
united nations specialized agency with responsibility for the 
safety and security of shipping and prevention of marine pollu-
tion by ships.   
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What Is A Sponge?
by NOAA

sponges — simple aquatic animals with dense, yet 
porous, skeletons — are highly adapted to their 
environments. 

sponges are found in a wide variety of colors, shapes, and 
sizes, and are often mistaken for plants. scientists believe that 
their varied colorations may protect them from the sun’s harmful 
ultraviolet rays.

sponges have been around for a very long time, with certain 
species having a fossil record that dates back approximately 600 
million years to the earliest period of earth’s history, precambrian.

the approximately 8,550 living sponge species are scientifi-
cally classified in the phylum Porifera, which is comprised of 
4 distinct classes: the Demospongiae (most diverse; 90% of all 
living sponges), Hexactinellida (rare glass sponges), calcarea 
(calcareous sponges), and Homoscleromorpha (the rarest and 
simplest class, only recently recognized, with approximately 
117 species).

while sponges, like corals, are immobile aquatic inverte-
brates, they are otherwise completely different organisms with 
distinct anatomy, feeding methods, and reproductive processes. 
the main differences are:

 � corals are complex, many-celled organisms. sponges are 
very simple creatures with no tissues.

 � all corals require saltwater to survive. while most sponges 
are found in the ocean, numerous species are also found in 
fresh water and estuaries.

regardless of these differences, sponges are important inhabit-
ants of coral reef ecosystems. a diverse sponge population can 
positively affect water quality on the reef as the sponges filter water, 
collect bacteria, and process carbon, nitrogen, and phosphorus. in 
nutrient-depleted coral reefs, some sponge species are thought to 
make carbon biologically available by excreting a form of “sponge 
poop” that other organisms feed on, thereby fueling productivity 
throughout the ecosystem. in this way, sponges protect the reef 
against extreme fluctuations in nutrient density, temperature, and 
light, benefiting the survival of other reef organisms.

a sponge’s skeletal type adapts well to its particular habitat, 
allowing it to live on hard, rocky surfaces or soft sediments such 
as sand and mud. some sponges even attach themselves to 
floating debris! rarely are they found completely free-floating.

as water filters through a sponge’s porous exterior, the sponge 
gains some motion, receives food and oxygen, and dispels waste. 
inside the sponge, tiny hairlike structures called flagella create 
currents to filter bacteria out of the sponge’s cells and trap food 
within them. their strong skeletal structures help sponges withstand 
the high volume of water that flows through them each day.   

A variety of sponges dot the seascape of Flower Garden Banks National Marine Sanctuary. From round to encrusting to branching, the colors and textures of sponges add to the complexity of 
the reef.  Photo credit: G.P. Schmahl.
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